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HSU expects 450 parents for Parents’ Weekend this year and is preparing activities to coincide with homecoming.

Pastels on the Plaza
raised more money
than ever this year, with
more than 200 artists
participating.

New technnology could

7

let parents choose their

child’s sex; debate about
whether gender is genetic
or social continues.
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In the story about Measure
F in the Sept. 23 issue, some
of the paraphrased quotes
were misinterpreted. Paul
Cienfuegos wrote a letter
stating that Democracy Unlimited is not anti-corpo-

rate, but wants to define corporations as subordinate to
people. He is also the director, not the president.

week, we thought about combin-

ing the three articles in one allencompasing cover illustration
— a homecoming drag queen
with a gun.

But thankfully, better judgment prevailed and we decided
to go with the photo of a beauteously beehived Jan Mackins,
1963 freshman candidate for

Homecoming queen (see related
story on page 3).
Is Homecoming

making

a

comeback at HSU? Perhaps the
better question is how could we
let such Homecoming traditions
as the bean feed, hootenany and
university-sanctioned arson fade
into the past?

Tiffany Lee-Youngren
tmll @axe.humboldt.edu
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Homecoming — a forgotten tradition?
by
Jen Picard

will

ing past, but some traditions may
soon be revived.

will cel-

day with a lucheon for the Golden
Graduates. Golden Graduates are
HSU alumni who graduated 50 or

more years ago. The luncheon will

be held at the Baywood Country

Club and will begin at noon.
At the luncheon the class of ’48

will be formerly inducted into the
Golden Graduates. The class will

also be honored during the half-

time show at the football game on
Saturday.
On Friday, President Alistair
McCrone will host a dinner for
former Associated Student Body
presidents.

Also on Friday, the

Roe

will host a Homecoer

ay
2

at noon
on the

line-up for the HSU a

the Marching

tions.
Saturday’s activities will include
a half-time show at the football
game. The Athletic Department
will be honoring new HSU hall of
fame inductees and The Mar ching

4 team

their 30th anniversary, will be per-

forming. There will also be a dance
-in the Kate Buchanan Room start-

ing at 9 p.m., featuring ;Zumbal, a
Latin dance band from Arcata.
This weekend should be an
eclectic mix of activities, but there
isn’t a lot of structured activities

planned.

Fy

ANS

Homecoming's general chairman, Lucy Santino, is greeted by applause on¢ her turn areond the field
between halves
during the 1964 Homecoming game.

“HSU attracts a lot of individu-

als,” Pamela Allen, director of
_ alumni relations, said. “There will

bea lot ofreunions happening, but
nothing really structured. If you
visit some of the local haunts, I’m
sure you'll see a lot of alumni.”
“The Alumni Association has
been sponsoring Homecoming
since 1979,” Allen said. “The
HSU spirit is alive and well among
our alumni, but this year we
haven’t had a lot of support from
our alumni.”

Students began the tradition of
Homecoming in 1946. Festivities

would begin on

Friday with sev-

eral activities that incorporated the
entire student body and allowed
for class competitions.
According to “A View from the

Hill, A History of Humboldt State
University,” homecoming bonfires
were a cause of great anxiety on

campus.
Freshmen would spend all
Thursday and Friday collecting

wood, old tires and other combustibles for the Friday night fire.

One year a local community
member, who was also an alumni,
called the school claiming that

some students had stolen his privy,
or outhouse, The next night, there
was the privy, burning brightly on

the top of the pile.
The school called a temporary
halt to the bonfire tradition after an
experiment with high ae gas
over the wood pile nearly

blew up

the college. Instead the school
decided to let students burn down

old houses slated for destruction

on campus. The students got a
little carried away one year and
burnt

down

the wrong

house.

Lucky for them, it was also supposed to be destroyed, but that was

the end of Friday night bonfires.
Another tradition was the bean

See Tradition, page 9

turnout expected for parents’ weekend

A Weekend

in the ‘woods

Friday, Oct. 9
* Parents can visit Classes with son orr daughter.
*o-Gpinm

Opening Reception
|
Kate Buchanan Room; University Center
Saturday, Oct. 10

© 12-1:30 p.m.

Lumberjack Barbeque
Redwood Bowl
e2 p.m.

Homecoming Football Game —
HSU vs. Simon’Frasier College, British Columbia Cantda

Redwood Bowl
°9 p.m.

Homecoming Dance
Live Music by iZumba!
Kate Buchanan Room, University Center

Sunday, Oct. 11
«8 a.m. - Noon

Brunch

Arcata Community Center
14th & D St.

HSU

Lumberjacks, who are celebrating

ebrate its 47th homecoming.
Activities will begin on Thurs-

Bic

and

the

Lumberjacks are going to perform
and there will be spirit competi-

Homecoming parades, kings,
queens, bean feeds and bonfires
are all a thing of HSU’s Homecom-

HSU

announced.

cheerleaders

photo courtesy of
Alumni Association

This weekend

be

by Jen Picard
graphic by
Jon Mooney
There will soon be a wave

“Parents are very appreciative to get an
opportunity to come up.”
Marty Coelho

of new faces exploring

the campus.
This weekend is Parents’ Weekend at HSU and

the athletics department is expecting approximately

450 people to be visiting the campus.
“This is probably going to be the largest one we’ve

had in the last four years,” said Marty Coelho, Parents’ Weekend director.
This is the fifth Parents’ Weekend. The idea was
originally thought up by the office of Student Affairs., and is sponsored by the athletic department.
Edward “Buzz” Webb, vice president of student
affairs, said that Parents’ Weekend is a way for the
university to “stay in communication” with parents, and is an opportunity for parents to visit the
campus, spend time with their son of daughter and
explore the outdoors.
“Usually the parents who attend are those of new
freshmen,” he said. “It’s a good excuse for them to
come up here to see their student and explore the
area.”
Activities will begin on Friday, Parents are encouraged to attend classes with their son or daughter,

but the main event will be the opening reception at
5 p.m. in the Kate Buchanan Room.
This will be an opportunity for parents to meet
with administrators and get to know some of their
student’s professors. Webbwill be acting as master

Parents’ Weekend

director

of ceremonies for the event and President Alistair
McCrone will be there.
At noon on Saturday there will be a barbecue at Redwood Bowl, which will be followed by the Homecoming football game against Simon Frasier College. The

game will begin at 2 p.m. in Redwood Bowl.
A dance will be held that evening at 9 p.m. in the Kate
Buchanan Room. The dance will feature ;Zumba!, a
Latin dance band from Arcata. The dance will coincide
with Homecoming and is sponsored by Center Arts as
a fund raiser for the 1999 Arts and Music Festival.
The weekend will end with a brunch held at the Arcata
Community Center from 8 a.m. to noon.
Webb said that the event is fairly unstructured. That
way parents get to spend an optimal amount of time with
their son or daughter, which is what parents tend to be
more interested in.

Parents’ Weekend is organized to help build a sense
of community amongst parents, Webb said.
“It is built around the football game, but some people
aren’t interested in that so we encourage people to get
involved with other events that are already happening,”
Webb said. Some of those other activities include a walk
through the Arcata marsh or visiting Farmer’s Market
See Parents, next page
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1968 HSU football team that wil]
be inducted to the HSU Hall of
Fame on Oct. 10. Banducci was
the quarterback that led the Lum-

tained by calling the Ethnic Studies Department at 826-4925.

berjacks to a 29-14 victory over

Sacramento State offering
government mternships

Fresno State in the Camelia Bowl.
Banducci has taught physical
education at CR since 1974.

Internships are now available
through a program at CSU Sacramento. It will place interested students in California executive and
legislative advocates’ offices for a
one-semester internship.

s.

g
trom 4:30 to 9
This

is the

20th

I

vear

Ie

sity Annex.

upper division students with a 3.0
GPA for the Spring 1999 semester. The deadline is Monday, November 23. Scholarships and

The program allows military veterans to take evening classes at

grants totaling $1,500

Spanish, biology, math, English,

Gist Hall 225.
The conference will cover selecting graduate programs. letters of

are also

HSU and strengthen their skills in

v from 2 to 31

.

}

recommendation.

deadlines
}

sponsored

the Career
Center. Enrollment
Management. Graduate Studies
and the HSU Library.

Breast cancer awareness

A luncheon

“Getting into Graduate School.”
an interactive videoconfernce, will

be held Today

1S

Pa
re
nt
s
* Continued from page 3
on the Plaza.

In the past, feedback from parents has been very positive.

“Parents are very appreciative to
get an opportunity

to come up,”

Coelho said. “They also appreciate the hospitality of Humboldt
County. Most are taken aback by

the fact that the people here are so

down to earth and friendly.”

to be held today

evening classes will run through
November with graduation Nov.
20.

This program is available to all

resentavion

as

to be promoted at luncheon

Graduate school seminar

Upward Bound Program today, as

d

.cademic Support Programs,

and the only one on a California
campus.
For more information cal] 8264971 or visit the Veterans Bound
office in Room 158 in the Univer-

starts for the Veterans

number

questions will be avail-

p.m

gram, making it one of the

Classes begin today for
Veterans Upward Bound
School

A toll-free

7

and

to promote

breat

cancer awareness will be hosted by
the Employee Wellness Program
and Personnel on Thursday from
noon to | p.m.
It will be held in the Founders
Hall Green and Gold Room. For
more

information

contack

Robin

Meiggs
at 826-4979.
_

Parents who attend the weekend
receive discounted airline tickets,
discounted prices at hotels and a

series of meal coupons to make it
reasonable to eat out on the town.
“A lot of the hotels and restaurant love this event,” Webb said. “It
is also a good weekend for the community.”
——
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New CSU to open in 1999

Aawatt

Campus will accomadate student growth

Ce

ate

Pacift te
Ce

Bk

Uniéversttety

Graduate

Studies

Where do you plan to be
after graduation?

by
Amanda Lang

There are currently 22 campuses in
the CSU system. CSU Channel Islands
will become the 23rd campus in 1999.
Channel Islands is located in Ventura

graphic by
Jon Mooney

; HSU

Consider

school at Hawaii

Pacific

University
Join

students

from

and 80 countries

County.

Obstacles have been overcome

attending graduate

of a quality

and hurdles have been cleared; the

all-50 states
in the pursuit

graduate education

Our unrivaled location in the
‘Pacific Rim” and outstanding

California State University, Channel Islands will open in August

faculty make
gram

1999
Two busloads of county dignitar-

SF State

the

motivated

ies and reidents were on hand in

We offer

HPU's graduate pro-

ideal

choice for

students

Graduate

Programs in:

Master of

Long Beach, Calif., when the CSU

Arts in Diplomacy and Military Studies

Board of Trustees voted to clear
the way for the opening of a 23rd
CSU campus.
In the Sept. 15 vote, Trustees
approved an environmental impact
report and a long-range development plan for CSU, Chanel Islands. They also agreed to accept
the transfer of the old Camarillo
State Hospital, which closed doen
in July 1997, to house the university. The utilization of the 630-acre
former hospital site will allow the

Management

CSU Northridge off-campus center to be integrated inot the new
university.
The Trustees decision to accept

conveyance of the former site of the
Camarillo State Hospital and Development Center as a location
for CSU Channel Islands and the

CSU Northridge off-campus center, was given a standing ovation by
those who were present.
“It’s truly a historic day for
Ventura County,” State Senator
Jack O’Connell, D-San Luis

Obispo, stated in a press release.
Creation of the new CSU campus comes at a time when the lease
for the Northridge campus extension is up for renewal. The renewal
date is August 1999.
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for purchasing it was a perfect opportunity,” said President of CSU,
Channel Islands Handel Evans.
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become an independent, degreegranting university. In order for
this to happen, enrollment, re-

668-4123

sources and funding need to in-

FOR RESERVATIONS

MASTERCARD

VISA

crease. Until then, students will

receive

credit

through

CSU

*

Northridge.

TRADITIONAL GERMAN FARE
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The planning committee for the
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See CSU, page 9
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Campus crime legislation

eh

will make records public

$100 OFF !!
RENT BY 10-15 AND YOU ARE A WINNER!
[Bring this ad to the Colony Inn office for full details]

»

» Your own
neighbors

»

Internet Access

HSU

»

& Computers

access and MS Office suite

Ready to Rent!
»

Move in

The Higher Education Reauthorization Act, which was approved last week by both the U.S..

ciplinary referrals for alcohol, drug
and weapons violations, in addi-

» Two Pentium computers with free
internet

New campus safety legislation
expected to be signed by President
Clinton this week will significantly
change the way universities report
campus crime.

private universities to disclose dis-

& on the bus

$200 deposit and $285 rent

455 Union Street

tion to arrests.
UPD Chief Bob

822-1909

Foster said

HSU’s policy for disclosing campus crime information is already
in compliance with this legislation.

“Whatever you want to know,
we'll tell you,” he said.

The new legislation also expands the definition of campus perimeters to include public streets
and sidewalks on campus, requiring universities to disclose records
of crimes that occur in these areas.

Foster said

Come Take a Look!

UPD’s jurisdiction

already includes all areas of campus and extends one mile outside
the campus boundaries.

“We (reply to calls) in most of
the entire city of Arcata,” he said.
According to other provisions of
the bill, statistics on campus crime
will be disclosed in four separate
categories:
* on-campus

Need

a

place

to

same

nities, sororities and remote facili-

ties)
¢ public property and
* residential facilities (including
residence halls and apartments).

the

at

eat

and

time

7
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provision will require the resi-

dence halls to disclose information
about crime happening in the residence halls.

“There may be activities happening in the residence halls that
we (at UPD) don’t know about,”
he said. “This legislation will
change that.”
In addition to crimes currentl

recorded on campuses, the bill will
require universities to disclose in-

formation on manslaughter and
arson. The reporting of “hate

crimes” will be expanded, with
such crimes classified into “cat-

egories of prejudice.”

1062 G Street, Arcata, CA 95521

Universities will also be required
to maintain an open police log of
all crimes reported on campus,
with exceptions granted for vic-

tims of sexual assault, and for pro-

Clip this coupon and bring it in between 9 p.m. and Midnight.
Expires October 30, 1998

tecting the security of ongoing
police investigations.
Foster said UPD already posts

the weekly UPD

For the first time, the U.S. Department of Education will com-

pile university campus crime reports into a single, comprehensivr
publication, which will be made

publicly available next year.

loss of financial aid

log in the first

floor lobby of the Student Business Services Building. Crime sta-

of campus
crime
Robin Reilly, a stu-

Under the legislation, students

caught selling or possessing drugs
could lose their federal financial aid.
5. Daniel Carter, vice president
of nonprofit victims’ service organization Security On Campus,
Inc., said a student with no prior
offenses found in possession of
drugs could lose a year of federal

aid. A
could
Aid
nitely

The real toll

1986

Drug offenses could lead to

student caught selling drugs
lose two years of aid.
can be suspended indefiafter the second drug sale

dent at Saddleback

Community College in Mission

Viejo, Calif., was
murdered by an
unknown assailant
in one
of the

school’s parking

offense and the third possession
offense.
Schools will release information
about alcohol or drug disciplinary
violations to the parents of students younger than 21.

lots . Her parents
were later instrumental in successfully
enacting
California’s campus crime reporting
law.

Legislation result of increase
in crime, unreported crime

Jeanne Clery, 19,

The bill’s campus security provisions are named in memory of

Jeanne Clery, who was raped ‘and
murdered

in

her

room

at

Pennsylvania’s Lehigh University
in 1986. Her parents sued Lehigh

* non-campus (including frater-

study

tistics for past years are also avail-

able upon request.

Senate, will require all public and

private space & great

Just a walk from

by Tiffany Lee-Youngren

House of Representatives and the

A great Place to Live!

»

_—______—

* Ine LuMperjack

after they discovered 38 violent

crimes had not been reported to
students.
Students who

had not known

about this history of campus violence at Lehigh had left security
doors propped open and un-

locked, which is how Clery’s mur-

derer gained access to her room.

The U.S. Department of Educa-

tion reports that nearly 50,000
crimes occur annually on college

campuses. However, the depart-

ment admits that the statistics re-

port is understated.

Of these crimes, roughly 80 percent are committed by a siudent
upon another student, the National College Violence Surve
reports. Approximately 95 percent of campus crimes that are
Violent are alcohol- or drug-related.

Bill also to provide grant

money for various programs

The legislation also sets
aside

$1 0 million for grants
to univer-

sity programs that prevent
vio-

lence against women on
campus,
and $1 million will be use
d to con-

duct a study on how
schools respond to compl aints
of sexual assault,

.. $5 million grant
for combat-

ing binge drinking will
also be established by this legislat
ion.

is

sexually

as-

saulted and murdered in her dorm
room at Lehigh
University. Her
parents

sue

university

the

after

they discover 38
violent crimes had
not been reported
to the student
body.

1988
University of Tennessee student
Thomas Baer is
stabbed to death
while trying to prevent

an

armed

man from entering
his

fraternity

house. Just prior
to the attack, the
same man had

been.

stopped,

questioned

and

released by campus police after he
had pulled a knife
on another student.

ee
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teen balls were reported missing
from the first floor of the Jolly Giant Commons. A case was initiated,

ul. p. d.
60006
° 4:07 a.m. — A report of loud
music was called in and an officer
located the music, but wasn’t let in

the residence. Thankfully, the resi-

dent found it in his heart to turn
the music down.

the middle of the

by a phone call from parents of an
HSU student. The student was

advised to call her parents.

disturbance in the Redwood and

throwing debris from the top of
Forbes Complex on to the walkway. Crews that were unaware of

the danger, were warned of the po-

tential problem by the responding

Either the street

value of billard balls have risen or
students have become bored. Six-

ported threatening phone
during the last two weeks.

calls

An officer observed four juveniles throwing things on staff member from wooded areas above Red-

wood Bowl.

° 8:22 a.m. — A small black dog
has been found tethered to a fence
two mornings in a row. An officer
warned the owner that this wasn’t
the nicest way to treat a man’s best
friend.
¢ 6:15 p.m. —A case was initiated after officers were informed of
a possible attempted break-in on
the Redwood Bowl sky box.

youths were gone by the time the
officer tried to find them.

— UPD

recieved a

phone call regarding a potentially
suicidal roommate. Subject was
taken to SemperVirens by ambulance for a mental health evaluation.

patched

p.m.

— Compiled by Adam Hall

Bsiucentgownedgandmoperated

° 6:38 p.m. — Some students
need to find a better release for
their aggression.
A male was reportedly harrassing
students and a professor near the

ject.
¢ 4:02 am.

An officer

Oct. 4

Science B building.

— An officer is dis-

to Laurel Drive where a

The subject

Neither were able to locate

him and housing was given a description of the subject.

m
¢ 7:41 p.m. — A panicalarm was

707

thurs,

set offin the first floor restroom of

fri.

Aon

445
sat

26
1:00

00 - 5:00

="7

Griffith Hall.
The area was checked and no
cause for activation was found.
There was no word on whether or

Sunday Worship at 9:30 AM
Lutheran Church of Arcata

Union St.

151 East 16th Street

14th St.

16th St.

On-campus bible study starting Sunday, September 13
at 7pm Siemens Hall 120 « for more info contact:

Carl Stenzel, M. Div., Campus Minister
(707) 822-5117 ¢ lutheran @axe.humboldt.edu

|

BACK TO SCHOOL

Ah,h,h,h. ee Wooden knobs, like
tireless fingers, stimulate aching muscles.
Terra-cotta Footscrubber
Or massage stones for
use in the bath or with

:

SALE
THRU OCTOBER

31ST

A

m.*, Massage Oils and creams.

=
1031

H St. ¢ Arcata
822-3450

at

i

oA

—>

Wo ELh

Marian enBrad ly

Design

We Accept:

2817 F St.

¢ Eureka

269-9560

p

ISTH & G STREETS
ALOE

re-

was dispatched and upon arrival
determined the accident to be
caused by a student.

fled upon arrival.
APD helped search for the sub-

Oct. 3

© 7:31

— A homecoming

However the pesky

Officers

sible vehicle collision.

the car may be
low on gas and/

football game wasn’t exciting
enough for four young students.

—

sponded to a call regarding a pos-

or oil,

e 11:00 a.m. — A subject re-

p.m.

the student that

Oct. 1

° 9:30 p.m.

reThe

starts. The tow
is cancelled. The
officer advises

_ this semester: 3

officer.
Sept. 29

e 10:35

is

magically

car

this week: 0

Sunset Quad. Subjects were con-

Oct. 2

¢ 5:25 p.m. — UPD is informed
that construction workers are

y

reportedly yelling and creating a

* 6:37 a.m. — Parent-child rela-

tions are breaking downas evident

lane.
A tow
quested.

all

¢ 11:02 p.m. — An officer was
dispatched to take care of subjects

tacted and asked to leave.

not any of the stalls were out of toilet paper.

car is

smoking and in

Sept. 30

Sept. 28

¢ §:39 a.m. —

woman’s

THE SOURCE FOR ALL YOUR
CLASSROOM SUPPLIES

B22+-2942

Ne OKO
ART SUPPLY
ART MATERIALS * CUSTOM FRAMING

UMA
RPA
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THANK YOU!
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Thank you to the many volunteers who came out to help on Saturday, September 19°. In coordination with nae
Day of Caring, we sent over 350 faculty, staff, students and community members to serve over 25 local agencies.

Your efforts were much needed and are appreciated by many.

Way’s

We hope to see you again next year!
and...

Special thanks to:

Beth Archibald

President Alistair McCrone

Annie Bolick

Vice President Buzz Webb
United Way of Humboldt County
ASU Alumni Association
Activities Coordinating Board
HSU Foundation
Lumberjack Enterprises
University Center Staff

John Erickson
Saundra Ferguson
Twyla Henderson
Rees Hughes
Liz Hunt
Mary Klotz
Kay Libolt

Office of Disabled Student Services

Ruby Mount

Meghan Murphy
Jessie Wood
Derek Wurst

WAS A HIT!
~<a
HOMECOMING FOOTBALL GAME
HSU VS. SIMON FRASER UNIVERSITY
2:00 PM AT THE REDWOOD BOWL

eo~ its

CiAiMHg
(OX

Special Performance by:

A ; MRE Kal, di ;

ue
_e\

\

mmm
;

A

Proceeds from the concert benefit the 1999 Arts and Music Festival.
For more information, call 826-3776.
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CSU

Tradition: Event acked student support after Vietnam
* Continued from page 3

¢ Continued from page 5
new university has had to overcome funding issues and pessimists who thought the university

would never happen.
“Plans for a new CSU school
have been in the works for the past
30 years,” said Ken Swisher, media relations manager for the CSU

system. “Ventura County is a very
populous county that does not
have a state university; opening a
school there is ideal.”
The Ventura off-campus site currently houses 1200 students and is

running out of space. The typical
student, according to Evans, is a 35

year-old woman.
“Since Ventura County does not
have a four year university, the
turnout for college students is very
low,” Evans said. “Most recent high
school graduates are either commuting a long distance, or they are

Many of the old traditions asso-

feed. Allen said that at that time
there were a lot of students on campus who couldn’ t afford to eat. But
Horace “Pop” Jenkins, industrial
technology professor and Jenkins’
Hall namesake, would always have

ing to sponsor Homecoming.
“It’s just not something alumni

anyone interested in getting in-

are interested in,” she said.
An attempt was made to revive
the traditional Homecoming pa-

6012.

life since the early seventies and

rade this year, but there just wasn’t

she has seen many of the changes

enough time to get it organized for
this year.
Freida Ravasco, clubs and activities coordinator, said that a lot of
clubs expressed interest in the pa-

that have occured in student attitudes.
“Homecoming seems to ebb and
flow on this campus. It was started

rade, but they just weren’t able to
get it organized.
“We definitely have the passion,

nated by alumni and now students
are starting to get more interested
Allen thinks that the tide is turn-

Homecoming queen was a current

but we don’t have the budget or
time slot,” Ravasco said. “We want
to make it good. If we’re going to

student.

do it, I want to do it right.”

ciated with Homecoming, like the
bean feed were forgotten. Allen
said that students had a hard time

participating in such activities
while innocent men were dying in

a pot of beans or soup cooking in

a was.
In 1979, the Alumni Associa-

his classroom so that students
would never go hungry. The bean

tion took over Homecoming and
turned it into an event for alumni.

feed was held in honor of Jenkins
on Friday night after the bonfire.
In 1972, HSU held it’s last student-organized Homecoming.
“In the seventies, after the Vietnam War, tradition was not of interest for students,” Allen said. “It
was a time of questioning everything that was traditional and

Homecoming was stopped.”

Fr.

The class that is celebrating their
fiftieth anniversary is honored and
a Homecoming queen is picked
from that class.

Allen said that in the past, when
the event was run by students, the

volved can contact Ravasco at 826-

Allen has been a part of campus

Allen said that this is the last year

There is a committee working on

that the Alumni Association is go-

planning a parade for next year and

aa

by students, then it was rejuve-

in it,” she said.
ing though,

that there is

greater student interest in the
event. And it may be up to students
whether Homecoming will continue or not.

$5 OFF

not going to school. Opening up
the new university will make it
more accessible for students to be
able to go to school.”

COLOR CALENDAR

The state has granted $6.5 mil-

lion for the operation of the ul

site. In three to eight years the Bite

Bring this coupon to the Kinko’s listed

will accommodate 3,250 full-time’
equivalent

and

below and receive $5
12-month Flip Calendar.

Since 1898

students, or students

off a

Deluxe

with 12 or more units. The first

step towards opening the new
school

is the renovation

Premium Local Ice Cream

of 12

buildings which will yield approximately 100,000 gross square feet.
This is only the infant phase of a
planned maturation into a separate

Locally Roasted Coffee and a Full Espresso Bar

four-year campus that eventually

Located in Jacoby’s

&

could house 15,000 students.
exciting,” Swisher said. “Now we
it goes from here.”

+>

1618 G St., Arcata 822-8712

Storhouse
on the Plaza.

“Developing these plans is really
just have to sit back and see where

kinko’s

Sorbets, Sherbets, Gelatos and Yogurt

=

Offer good on Deluxe 12-month flip calendar only. Offer is limited to one coupon per customer. Coupon must be
presented at time of purchase and is not valid with other offers or discounts. Offer valid at time of purchase only
and may not be discounted or credited toward past or future purchases. Offer valid at participating Kinko's locations
only. Offer expires 12/31/98. ©1998 Kinko's, Inc. All rights reserved. Kinko's is a tegistered trademark of Kinko's
Ventures, Inc. and is used by permission. Kinko's requires written permission from the copyright holder in order to
reproduce any copyrighted materials.

822-6388

Open 24 Hours * Ask about free pickup and delivery
EXPERIENCE

JAPAN!

The Japan Exchange and

Teaching (JET) Program
Learning the language. Meeting
people. Coming face to face with
history, art and architecture, culture,
food and

is sponsored by the Japanese
government and seeks college
graduates to work in Japan as
Assistant Language Teachers or as

fun.

Coord‘nators for International

UNIVERSITY
STUDIES ABROAD
CONSORTIUM...
Small classes. Personal attention. Fully
accredited — receive university credit.
We provide great classes in intensive,
language, history, anthropology, art,
business, economics,

political science...

Relations.

Applicants must receive a

BA/BS by June 30, 1999.

Founders Hall, Room 232

Friday, October 16, 1998
12:00 Noon = 1:30 pm

University Studies Abroad Consortium
University of Nevada Library /
323 Reno,
(702)

Nevada

89557
JAPANESE LANGUAGE ABILITY
NOT REQUIRED

784-6569

E-mail:

usac@admin.unr.edu

http:/ /www.scs.unredu/~usac
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Concrete canvases
Pevels

on the Plaza, the North Coast Children’s Services’ 11th
annual fund-raiser, took place on the Arcata Plaza

last weekend with a huge turn-out of artists, businesses and community supporters.

by
Joe Toland

Every year artists gather from across the county
and throughout Arcata to present their pastel art-

photos by

ae their personal space on the concrete around
the
Plaza.
More than 200 artists gathered togetehr this weekend to make the fund-raiser a sell out.

Chris Anderson

This is quite a different story from the event’s beThis year’s

ginnings in 1987, when

eventraised
$14,000,

= only 25 artists appeared
on the Plaza for a

which willbe

§ chance

cover Plaza

the $10,000 amount raised last year.

sla
200 artists
participated

i yer
When the
event began
in 1987, only

sored by local businesses.
Artists worked to represent the logo of the businesses that sponsored
them or they worked to create an original design for their sponsor. Starting bright and early Saturday morning, the artists were given a full compliment of pastels by NCCS volunteers.
Montaigne remarked on how many artists and businesses worked together this year.
“One of the things that is different this year is that the businesses went
out and gathered their own artists which created a wonderful partnership within the community,”
Montaigne said.
In the past, the NCCS mailed out

to create and

Kathy Montaigne, ex-

ecutive director of
North Coast Children’s
Services, and coordinaof the event, called
this year’s event a success.

children
the NCCS’

tion, both for the artists
and for the community,”
Montaigne said.
The
event
raised
$14,000 in donations for

the NCCS, compared to

tance of the NCCS.

making movable barricades and

ing to the event for the last two years,
worked steadily next to her two sons
as they took up three squares along
Monica Gonzalez poses with her pastel contribution to HSU's
Natural History Museum on Saturday.

See Pastels, page 14

Zen priest makes her bimonthly visit to Arcata
by
Wes Sander
The Arcata Zen Group received a new
honor last week. The group’s priest, Maylie
Scott, arrived in Arcata for her bimonthly

visit carrying the distinction held in highest
esteem among followers of Buddhism: she is
now a Zen instructor.

For the past cight years, Scott has been dividing her priestly duties between Arcata and
the Bay Area, where she serves as head of

practice at the Berkeley Zen Center.
Having practiced Zen Buddhism for 28
years — the last 10 as a priest — she received
her dharma transmission only two weeks ago.
Transmission, or entrustment, is an eight-day
ceremonial process that confers upon the
subject the rightful status of teacher.
Until this juncture is reached, a priest is not
considered sufficiently experienced to assume the privilege and role of passing Zen
knowledge to others.
After participating in the Zen group’s
weekly meditation sitting last Sunday, Scott
spoke on her past experiences. Her monologue contained a brief account of her upbringing, her family and her experiences of

“Meditation tends to slow me
down to a more comfortable
level. It reduces my stress, so!
don't get overwhelmed quite so
easily.”
Heather Parker
Eureka resident and member of the

Arcata Zen Group

growth through Zen practice.
“HSU students have always contributed
a great deal of energy to the group,” said
Gael Hodgkins, a retired professor of reli-

gious studies at HSU who has participated
with the group for some time.
“JT have a mile-a-minute personality,” said
Heather Parker, a Eureka resident who

graduated with a degree in journalism last
year from HSU. “Meditation tends to slow
me down to a more comfortable level. It reduces my stress, so I don’t get overwhelmed
quite so easily.”

vate land owners previously de-

landowners,” he said. “We’re

side members from community organizations and next to families of artists like the Cruz’s.
Jeanette Cruz, who has been com-

really a win-win situa-

what group representatives are
calling a “non-stop battle.”
More than 50 protesters at
two separate camps are obstructing access roads to the
Grizzley Creek logging site
where 24-year-old Earth First
demonstrator David “Gypsy”
Chain was killed by a tree felled
by Pacific Lumber loggers. Pri-

own arrangements without the assis-

graphic Society, were seated along-

§ = organization.
“With all this going to
benefit the children, it’s

Earth First is digging in for

nied entry to their land as a re-

in hand over their canvas of concrete.
HSU clubs, such as the HSU Geo-

25 artists = function as a non-profit
participated.

by Greg Magnus

invitations to the event. It has been
tradition for businesses to support
artists working through the NCCS
using the organization as a go between. But this year the artists and
businesses took matters into their
own hands as they worked out their

Individual artists, unsponsored by
an actual organization, were also a
common sight, kneeling with pastels

All of the money
vaised will go to help
support
through

death continues

The artists, who bring the events creative side together, are often spon-

donated to = have fun.
children’s

Investigation of

to the City of Ten Thousand Buddhas. Since
then, she said, a consistent regimen of medita-

tion has helped her maintain a more
“grounded” demeanor throughout each day.
“Zen practice has definitely been a positive
benefit to my life,” said Johnny Gary, an interdisciplinary studies junior.
He added, “What I get out of Zen teaching
centers around three main ideas: the Buddha,

basically meaning the individual; Dharma,
which is the teaching of the suchness of the
world, or just the way things are; and Sangha,
which relates to just being present in the world.
These things teach you to be aware of the reality, or suchness, of your own life.”
“Sometimes it’s better to just experience
(Zen practice) than to describe in words,” said

sult of the roadblocks are now

being allowed in, said Earth
First representative Darryl
Cherney in a phone interview
from Carlotta.
“We're making room for local

building other ones up. We’re in
a major-manic state nght now to
keep this road closed. It’s not
easy.”
:
People often drive by the protesters, Cherney said, and throw
rocks and bottles out their windows at Earth Firsters in the

area.
Chearney called the investigation of Chain’s death “a complete joke,” adding the two officers assigned to the case are
“complete jerks, with long-his-

tories of hating our guts.”
Humboldt County Coroner
Frank Jager said he has finished
his report on Chain’s death,

completing his autopsy and examination of the logging site.
“The Sheriff's Department
has asked me not to release my
report. They will issue a report
on the whole investigation and
my report will be part of that,”
Jager said.

“(Chain) was hit by a single
redwood tree,” he said. “And the

preliminary drug screening
came back with marijuana in his
system.”

Further tests will be done in
Riverside to quantify the exact
amounts of marijuana in Chain’s
system, Jager said, adding he has
“no idea how much” marijuana

Chain smoked the day he died.

Gordon Anderson, an Arcata resident and 10-

Quantitative tests will take six

year veteran of the group.
Each week the group holds an open gathering with a singular purpose: to experience the
act of meditation in the presence of others.
Every Sunday morning, the sangha (in this
case, sitting group) gathers to practice zazen,
or sitting concentration.

Chain was struck by a 4-footwide, 130-foot-tall tree felled by
A.E. Ammons, a 13-year PL
logger. When the tree fell, it hit
a raised area of hillside 91 feet
from its base, breaking into

weeks.

Though she’s participated in the group for

only two months, Parker learned the basics
of meditation a year ago on a weekend trip

See Zen, page 16

See Investigation,
page 15
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stars.” said

Jes-
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ctarium show

Saturday.
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because the real stars are often blocked from view by
clouds, Burke said.
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Count taken to increase bic ycle “friendliness”
by Melanie Mintz

cyclists passing through the LK
Wood-Sunset intersection a block

graphic by Jon Mooney

How many bicyclists does it take
to convince transportation engineers that bicycles are a legitimate
mode of transportation?
The Natural Resources Services
division of the Redwood Commu-

nity Action Agency hopes informa-

tion collected during two agencycoordinated bike counts in September will help answer that question.

RCAA Planner/Interpreter
Jennifer Rice, coordinator of the bike

counts, said she hopes the information will encourage officials to
design transportation systems that
are safe and convenient for nonmotorized traffic, such as bicyclists
and pedestrians.
The

data

collected

vided to county

will

be

north ofcampus. During
period

nearly

2,000

the same

In addition to the count. the
grant was used to design an area
bike map (which will be available

bicyclists

later this fall), buy bike racks for

passed through six Arcata intersecMcKinleyville, hold conferences
tions. Volunteers were also busy
on creating livable communities,
at six intersections each in Eureka
and for a feasibility analysis on
and McKinleyville.
potential improvements to county
A count of equal scope also took
on-and-off street bikeways.
on
place
The scenic
Sept. 26. FiHammond
Results from bicycle
nal numbers
Tran: co-defrom all of
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said Rice.
For example, she said that in areas where bike lanes are inadequate
or poorly designed, cyclists
tend to ride on sidewalks and put
themselves and pedestrians in potential conflict.

According to Rice, one of the
main roadblocks encountered by

RCAA in promoting the development ofa trail system has been the

perception by officials and the general public that bicycling is mainly

tor children and adult “hooligans.”
Although
nearly

bicycle commuters

invisible,

motorists

are
often

observe bicyclists breaking traffic
laws, she said.
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there would be fewer cars. less con-

The

gestion and the notorious campus
parking jam could be greatly di-

part by

Coast Unified Air Quality Manage-

minished.”
During a 12-hour

bike

count

a grant

was
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funded
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Of transportation
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in

the North

and

as.
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non-car
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id Rice.

On

and

hopes

that

a

report
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will be available
the

public

this

to officials

winter.

She

1S.

the other Band a aaa she has
observed that some places actually

looking for a student with a mind

discourage cycling.

sion for the issue to help analyze

on

ment District that RCAA received
to help local decision-makers de-

Wednesday, Sept.16, RCAA vol-

sign bikeable and walkable com-

they ride has a lot to do with the

Humboldt Bay Bicycle Commut-

unteers counted nearly 1,000 bi-

munities.

bicycle ‘friendliness’ of the place,”

ers Association at 839-3614.
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Pastels: Event earns money for children’s services
e Continued
from page 11

Planetarium
¢ Continued
from page 12

The NCCS has been active for the
the

sun.

moon.

}

ct ynstellations:

n Arcata portrait

visible |planets and
one

abx uutcomets,

t was

meteors and asteroids: and or
about the most recent planetan
discoveries.

There is no set schedule of

pub-

often call in advance and request
one. The planetarium also offers
private shows by appointment.
which Burke said are more popular than the public shows.

Norte

y

Cx unnes.

00

edu can O n. offerin

C Ipps yrtu-

nities for disadvantag i

children.

Pastels on the Plaza are becoming
popular in other cities throughou
t
California.

“| just heard that Chico is doing
an event like Pastels on the Plaza,

over the North Coast and the state.
“People came from all over to
help out this weekend, and you
wouldn’t guess that something that
seems so simple could be such a
Herculean task manned by so
many volunteers,” Montaigne said.

which they started this year in Sep.
tember, though I don’t know what
it was called,” Montaigne said,

For more beater about next
year’s Pastels on the Plaza. call
NCCS at 822-7206.
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FREE Admission

Businesses, such as Wildflower Cafe, sponsored artists during last weekont’s

Pastels on the Plaza to decorate sidewalk blocks with drawings or
logos.

* FREE Study Materials

Children’s Program * Designed for Busy People
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literature, Buddhism,
Taoism, Sufi, martial
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fengshui, cooking); Buddhist
statues; jewelry; fresh teas & tea
pots; handwoven textiles, batiks &

folk pottery from village artisan
friends; journals; cards; zafu;
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handmade papers; lanterns;
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Valley reported that events like

dren of the North Coast.
Directed by Montaigne, the staff
of Pastels on the Plaza is made up
of a group of volunteers from all

Friday Night, October 9 at 7:15 pm
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th al the other artists.
The NCCS support programs
as Headstart, child care, preand recreation programs
scnool
throughout Humboldt and Del

lic shows and Burke said people
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investigation—
* Continued from page 11
three pieces. Chain — who was less
than 100 feet from the logging
crew — was apparently struck by
the falling tree and was then rolled
over by one of its sections.
“He may have been rolled over
after the tree hit, but it was a defi-

nite impact situation,” Jager said,
adding the right side of Chain’s

body took the brunt of the impact.
Jager did not know when the report would be released and would
not speculate.

“I hope soon, but I don’t know,”
he said.
Earth First said Chain and sev-

eral other protesters were playing

TWo STREET
MUSIC 4» MUSI
C 101

GIANT MUSIC
SALE
Great Savings on

EVERYTHING

“cat and mouse” with the logging

crew, or engaging the loggers in

at Both Stores

conversations and trying to con-

vince them not to log the area. A
videotape shows Earth First mem-

bers being yelled at by a logger they
say is the one who cut the tree that
killed Chain.
PL contends there is no evidence

to document when

the tape was

recorded or the exact identity of
the logger who was cursing and

threatening
testers.

PL

the trespassing
was

later

fined

proby

the

California Departmentof Forestry

for failing to meet

two require-

ments of the plan it had filed to log
the area Chain was killed in.
PL has previously said that loggers did not know Earth First was
in the area.

“Earth First is still blockading
the

road.

They

have

dug

ditches

and built obstructions to the site.”
Pacific Lumber spokeswoman
Mary Bullwinkle said. “As of now
we have not resumed operation
there. We’re waiting for the
Sheriff’s Department and the
completion of their report. We

have agreed not to attempt logging
until then.”
Bullwinkle said initial reports of
a “domino effect.” where one tree
strikes another and knocks it down
as well, were inaccurate and that

PL has changed its stance.
“We knew after our folks went
out there that it was a single tree,”
she said.
Bullwinkle said tree feller A.E.
Ammons is “still very traumatized”
after the incident but has resumed
work. Bullwinkle could not say
positively whether or not Ammons

2nd & € St

Eureka

449-3195

1435 5th Street ¢ Eureka

443-S737

is still falling trees, though she believed he is.
[In addition

to the

roadside

blockade on Highway 36, Earth
First is maintaining three tree sits,
including two sitters in their third
month in Bell-Lawrence Creek
and another on Gypsy Mountain.

Julia “Butterfly” Hill is now nearing | months in her Stafford treesit.

Attempts to reach the Humboldt
County Sheriff’s office were un| ‘gticcessful.
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University Praise
~ Every FRIDAY AT 7 PM college students just like you
come,

JUST AS THEY ARE, toa place designed especially for them,
and together they SEEK THE TRUTH about God.
~ We call it University Praise, where the worship may includ
e a
drama, video, or guest musician but always a DOWN TO
EARTH message and GREAT MUSIC.
~ At Trinity Baptist Church, 2450 Alliance Rd.. Arcata

Each space individually alarmed.
Accessible 7 days a week.
Fire alarm system throughout.
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Packing materials & boxes availa
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~ Life is tough... Don’t go it alone! During the week we
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Brave new

babies

New procedure to allow gender selection
by
Amy Baugh-Meyer
photo by
Kristi
Sullivan

In the era of in vitro fertilization, genetic
screening and fertility clinics, the concept

of choosing a child’s gender through tech-

nology may not come as a big surprise.
Researchers at the Genetics & In Vitro

Fertilization Institute in Fairfax, Virginia,

have developed a sperm-sorting technique
called MicroSort which enables parents-tobe to choose the sex of their children.
MicroSort was announced recently and
extensive testing has not been done. However, according to an article in the Washington Post, initial results from one study of female selection showed that of 17 fetuses
conceived, 15 have been girls. A study of
male selection is underway.
Nancy Hurlbut, an associate professor of
child development at HSU, said she is not

against technology, but that she does find

some of the consequences that could be involved with gender selection frightening.
“Tam pro-technology, but I’ve always been
worried about technology going ahead without considering social and emotional ramifications,” she said.

‘The new procedure can separate the X (female) and Y (male) chromosome-bearing

sperm cells to achieve the desired sex. Sci-

entists have found that the X-bearing sperm
are somewhat heavier than the Y-bearing
sperm, and their sorting technique is based
on that concept.
When a test tube of semen is placed in a
centrifuge machine, gravity pulls the heavier
sperm to the bottom, while the tighter sperm
stay at the top. Doctors then choose sperm
from the appropriate area of the test tube and
mate it with a woman’s egg, which is then
inserted through artificial insemination.
Hurlbut said she has discussed sex selection in her classes, not only using technology but also with amniocentesis.
Amniocentesis is a surgical procedure in
which a hollow needle is inserted through a
woman’s abdomen and into her uterus to
withdraw amniotic fluid. The fluid is tested
to determine a baby’s sex and any
genetic abnormalities.
After amniocentesis, Hurlbut

that when you’re pregnant, it’s a surprise.”
HSU biology graduate student Sly
Holladay, who also teaches at HSU and College of the Redwoods, shares many of
Hurlbut’s concerns regarding gender selection.
Holladay said he is distrustful of nearly every aspect of using technology to choose a
baby’s sex.
“I don’t trust the government to regulate

this, or individuals to monitor themselves,

or private business to regulate themselves
and choose ethical considerations over the

bottom line,” he said. “It’s three strikes,

you're out.”
Holladay and Hurlbut mentioned the issue of infanticide in China, where couples
abiding by the one-child policy sometimes
kill baby girls because they consider boys
more valuable to society. While Holladay
and Hurlbut acknowledged the possibility

of a shift in population due to MicroSort,

they both said they think it’s unlikely.
“There will be very few people doing this
because it’s (going to be) incredibly expensive,” Hurlbut said.

Holladay also pointed out the expense of
the procedure.
“Besides the obvious issue of gender bias,

which J have a big problem with, this would
also create a class bias,” he said. “People with
money could make choices other people

couldn’t, and that’s not fair.”

Hurlbut said about 10 percent of the
population is sterile with their partner, but
would be fertile with someone else. She said
maybe nature has created certain types of
strong, disease-resistant genes, and maybe
there are certain people who are not supposed to reproduce together.
“Through selective breeding, we can get
rid of some of those gene combinations that

Hurlbut said she also worries that choosing the sex of a child could lead to choosing
more superficial characteristics.
“Choosing a blond-haired, blue-eyed

child scares me,” she said. “This creates the

sense that you have to be a certain type of
person. It doesn’t leave room for diversity
or other things that make our culture rich.”
Holladay agreed, referring to the moral
“slippery slope” argument where a technology originally designed for medical purposes gets misused for social reasons.
“Once you start selecting on the basis of
sex, that could lead to superficial character-

istic selection,” he said.

Researchers site the reason of families
wanting to “balance” the sexes of their children as their main argument in favor of gender selection.
Another argument they make is that this
technology can be used for genetic disease
prevention; if there is a disease in the family
that’s passed on only to males, obviously
parents would want to have a daughter.
Holladay disagrees with using gender selection for that purpose unless more testing
proves that this method is the most effective
way to prevent genetic disorders.
“There are other methods of genetic
screening,” he said. “And no method
is or will be foolproof. What if you
aborted your child based ona
test that’s not 100 percent accurate?”

Is this true?

: That depends on how you define
“peak,” I suppose. Most men and
women report that sex improves with age,
even with old age. They say sex is better in
their 80s and beyond that it was in their 40s.
Yet it’s also true that most 18 year-old-boys
can have more frequent ejaculations than
most men in their 50s, which certainly
doesn’t mean they’re having better sex, nor
does it mean they’re better at it. The myth
comes from the testosterone levels which do
tend to decline (very slightly) with age.
There is still plenty enough to make sex
great, though, all the way through late adult-

hood.

As for women, there’s a practice effect,

too. Most women become more orgasmic
with age. As they become more secure in
their bodies, and in their body’s responses, the number of orgasms they experience also increases. The thing is, orgasms aren’t all there is to sex. Many
women experience few orgasms, yet describe their sexuality as being quite satisfying. Being comfortable in our own skin
certainly improves with age. For women
(and men, for that matter) feeling comfortable with the bodies we have and respecting our personal boundaries and desires
contributes a great deal to our perception
of how satisfying our sex lives are. Most of
us get better at that as we age. I think it’s
we keep working on it.

lating it, I don’t know

what’s going
to
happen.”

AS

: [have not been ina real relation
ship for more than four years,
and I am kinda worried about the past
few times that I have been with women.
Ihave not been able to maintain an erection. OUCH! It happens when it comes
time to put on a condom. I worry about
STD’s, and other nasty stuff, and it just
goes away. I think if I were to really get

aE a

selection pioceCOS
4

Os

g

when they learn it is the “wrong”

SR,

gender.
Hurlbut said she thinks

sexual peak at 35 and men at 18.

she said. “If we start manipu-

choose to abort their baby

sometimes

: I’ve heard that women reach their

possible to reach one’s peak at 98, if we if

cle

couples

ohnson,MA

make us more resistant to the environment,”

Bete

said,

BS

to know somebody, and we'd both been
tested, so I didn’t have to use a condom I

would be OK. Or if I knew her well
enough to tell her about my “difficulty,”
maybe that would help. So, do I need
Viagra? I mean, I can self autoeroticate

myself to orgasm three times a day ... I
don’t need to get medicated do I?

parents need to be open
to whatever baby

they get regardless of I like

A
ate

: Whew.

Lots of stuff ya got goin’

on there.

Let me see if I can allevi-

some

of

your

concerns.

thé )facty ;
See Burning, page 20
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While there is much focus on the differences between the

hormone,
while
estrogen
isn't.

|

sexes in terms of behavior and physiology, Myers-Johnson

eit

The answer is yes = to both. Current
thinking on the topic is leaning away from
a nature vs. nurture perspective and more
toward a blurring of the two. According

t

.

to Melinda Myers-Johnson, a lecturer in

Psychology and Women’s Studies. the

aeleas oe nabehe and uriive cork independently of each other.
“It’s not an either/or situation,”
she said

ven

= years, Aspects of our lives suasch
occu-

pation choice, sexual expression and living style are all a result of experiences we

eet

have gained.
“Our physiology, such as strength, is

still determined by nature.” she said.
“Men typically have more upper body
strength and women have more lower
body strength. That could impact what
type of work we do. Firefighting is one
example. Mostly men do it because of
their build but there are women just as

capable who are firefighters.”
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Still retain female characteristics.”

Ryan Conroy, marine biology
junior
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“One way we can study the nature vs. nurture
idea is with

identical twins separated at birth,” said Morgan.
“If they
emphasized that there are more differences within a group © show the same patternsa8 of|
behavior, then genetics play a
of men or women tharr
between them.
|
, ’ large
2a role in our behavior:
“Men’s brains are better at reading maps,” she said. “But
‘Both Morgan and Myers-Johnson said
that sex roles and
there are many who aré bad at it? ....
ae “gender roles are two different things.
When it comes to behavior, our sex hormones play very
“Sex roles are exclusively learned behavior taught by pardifferent roles, aecorditig to Myers-Johnson. Men and
ents,” said’Myers-Johnson. “Gender roles are what is sowomen have both estrogen and ‘testosterone, she said. Escially appropriate for our biological sex. It is our self-sense
trogen has no behavioral impget at all whereas testosterone
of what we do in our society.
is amood-activating hormone .
eT
eset
“One example of sex roles is how we behave with babies,”
Dr. John Morgan, a professor of psychology at HSU,
she said. “Boys are held away from our bodies and told how
agrees.
oe
:
big and strong they are. Girls are cuddled close and told
“Testosterone can lead to aggression and physical exerhow pretty they are.”
tion,”he said.
(nem
So
So how can we explain that Australian Aboriginal women
Morgan focuses on neurostiénce, the study of the interand North American women have both been handed
the
-actions between the brain, the-spinal cord, the neryes and
responsibility of raising children? Or that Amazon tribal
their behavioral impact.
He said there are ee
eiae:
tions between a petsdén’s biology/physiology and the#r en- men and‘Eskimo men do the hunting for food? The wide
variation of cultural gender roles can be attributed to differ
Viroritient. ~ ~ J
pe
sa
a
: i
_~ gent environmental pressure, according to Morgan.
“People’s brains are notas rigidly controlled by hormonal kx
Parents want what is best for their children and their
levels in their blood,” he said. “From socialization
andlearn? Msciety,” he said. “Parents observe their children
and (can
ing, we are more flexible in our behavior.”
see)
their
stren
gths
and
weakn
esses
. The leaders of the soMorgan said the data in these areas is very vague,
especiety
have
a
tende
ncy
to
assig
n
roles
according to those
cially about the man/woman connection to behavjo
r and
strengths and weaknesses. They want to maximize them for
hormone levels.
the good of the society.”
“There are studies about the hypothalamus (a
region of
While that explains some of our behavior, both Myersthe brain that affects regulatory systems) that show
funcJohn
son and Morgan are quick to point out that the data is
tioning in homosexual men was more like (the
functioning)
still not leaning towards nature or nurture determining our
in heterosexual women,” he said.
behavior. Rather, the evidence is showing a blending of
According to Morgan, the hypothalamus controls
the
ligh
t
/ . tivo.
dark sensitivity, thirst, eating, temperature, sex
drive and’ “Most things aboug#fumans
hormonal balances.
are both,” said Myers-

in a phone interview. “They are not at
opposite ends of the poleas many péople
think.”
;
he
_._.___
-*~ Myers-Johnsen said that by adulthodd,
Testosterone
ost of our behavior is determined by
..8amood- the nurturing we have received over
the
activating

in

4

of experience?

Krist Sullivan

6

wey

re we genetically programmed to. behave like men or
. women or are We taught through years

photos b
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ee
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maybe boys are too. according to some schoolsof thought
2

Zya Levy,
botany freshman

"1 think it’s both. Different situa
different traits.”
ae

#

Nils Lunder, environme
ence junior
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oe
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7) OK. enoush beating around the bush.

|

What is your gender?«
a) I’m 100 percent real man / real woman
d Sk’ me that. I have

by] I think there are two sexes, but se
genders.”

c) Bisloeealb Tama

fffan [: woman. - Beyond

that ... your guess is as good.as ‘fines “+“
them would be futile

ie

11b

a { *

&

_

morrow = money
oe

_

SG o

as ve

_ Bornstein from the St) ~ Oct. 1
Reader.

ferent situations result in
wironmental sci-

———

“Nurtured by society. A child in this society can-

not be insusceptible to gender roles.”

~ Sara Stewart. speech communication junior

“If you treat a guy like a girl from the time

they're born, they will always believe the
penis was a vagina ..."
Isaac Mikus, marine biology
freshman
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Fine chocolates made fresh
On

the

Gazebo,

Ge

Old

Town

Bayshore Mall
Eureka,

PO Box 6562,

All Day Tuesday

707044500326

CA

¢ Continued from page 17
Ee

95501

go a lot, and that's

An

what they're sup-

yy

posed to do.

Nindi Myers-

Eureka, CA 95502

800¢869e5606

Y
T
I
C
D
L
A
EMER

fi

WQUIIFS
@NZS

aatiwe
4s)

SS

®AVEL SERV

+ Open

breaks. Are you planning on flying? ,
If so, Book early as discount seats
are limited.

Give us a call and we will be
happy to to help you plan.

Dalianes Travel
822-7676
UC Center — HSU

CST# 2007 118-10

Mon.-Fri. 9 a.m.-4 p.m.
Wed. 10 a.m.-4 p.m.

—||Mews-Taix-sperrs|
a“

INSTUCTIONS TO VOTER

1480AM

am}

1. To vote you must completely darken
the @ next to the candidate or measure
of your choice with the

aa
an
am}
mm

marker provided. If
your mind, exchange your ballot for a new you mismark an oval or change
one.
2. All Distinguishing marks or erasures
are forbi
LN
ARTSY
X77AT r4s eine
, UP DSP
Ae mV
eric
YATEEO
RYO
dg

i

o

FAVO.

Ronn Owens
9:00 am-Noon

=m ~, Dr. Dean Edell
Noon-1:00 pm
Dr. Laura Schlessinger
Weekdays 1:00 pm-4:00 pm
Gene Burns

~

7:00 pm-10:00 pm
c

Bernie Ward

10:00 pm-1:00 am

c

Ray Taliaferro

x

Wt

John Hamilton
Saturday 5:00 am-8:00 am

CYCLE

BICYCLE

OUTHnER

1593 GST. - ARCATA - 822-7755
hittp://www.trekbikes.com

Y

s ph

hd A 2

y

Joannie Greggains
Saturday 8:00 am-10:00 am
& Bob Brinker
Weekends 1:00 pm-4:00 pm
C> Shaun Nix
Saturday 7:00 pm-10:00 pm
© Bill Wattenburg
Saturday 10:00 Pm-1:00 am
Oo John Rothman
Weekends 1:00 am-5:00
am

1:00 am-5:00 am

FE

tainly aren’t. Losing one’s erection
when one stops to put on a con-

dom is a really common occur-

rence, and I betcha didn’t know

that.
If you’re worried about STD’s,
then don’t have sex with that person. Your half-joking scenario
about sleeping with but not having sex with somebody until you
were both sure you were clean
seems like

a GREAT idea to me,

and from my conversations with

literally thousands of woman, I

suspect it would to them, too. You

have my blessing and encouragement to give that a try next time.

Please, please don’t assume they
wouldn’t be interested. Polish your
“outercourse” skills, e.g. massage

(especially feet), hair Gendhing,

conversation, exploration ... you

get the picture. Then, when you’re
ready, try again.
Here are some specific sugges-

oz
=a
=z

Li

intercourse with
you REALLY
it really sounds
trying to when

alone or anything, because you cer-

Every Day

Mountain Bikes From $269.9
5

be to not attempt
anybody unless
want to. Because,
to me like you’re

youre not ready to. Not that you’re

LauNDRomat & SNACK BaR
+ Arcata

rectly, if not Viagra, then what!
My first recommendation would

QGAVITe
aA Ze

MA

First, regarding Viagra, no, I
don’t think you need it. Which
brings up the second point, which
is, f I’m understanding you cor-

.

Time is flying towards the holiday
12th &G

Johnson,

Fax 707¢445¢2368

arn

ES

Erections come and

Ev

as, 2nd & F Streets 425 Snug Alley

$7 39 Wash Special
Reg 1.95

9

Burning——

&

Brian Copeland
Sunday 9:00 am-10:00 am
Mark Davis
Sunday 10:00 am-1:00 pm

Vote for your favorite talk show host
And you'll be entered to win
His & Her Citizens Matching Set
Elegance Line
or a Trip for Two to San Francsico!! Watches!!
mail to KGOE 5640 So. Broadway
Eureka, CA 95503
Name

Address
Phone

Drawing Tuesday November 3, 199
8

Contest rules available at KGOE
Offices

tions for when you get to that state.
But ya gotta promise you won’t
Jump the gun. Assuming you will
still be using a condom for birth
control, then, when you're ready to
move in that direction, have your

partner place the condom for you.
If your erection starts to go away,
tell yourself that this is an oppor-

tunity to “play fore” some more
and go for it. Go back to whatever
it is that really turns you on prior
to actual intercourse. Erections
come and go a lot, and that’s what

they’re supposed to do.

When the erection comes back,
and it will, make it wait a while. It
won’t hurt you, and you need to

reassure yourself that erections really do come back after they go

away. I would suggest letting this

happen a number of times, but you
probably won’t (wink),

[ would also highly recommend

discussing this, specifically, with
her beforehand. Not five minutes

beforehand, either, but way, before-

hand. Like when you’re sharing’
the other cool stuff each of you

likes about sex, the world, red-

wood trees, or whatever,

Since you can “autoeroticate”
(cool word, by the way) yourself
into a stupor, I’m confident that everything is wired right. Cut your-

self some

less.

slack, i

worry a little

Scene!

©
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Sunshine, music, beer and bratwurst
Connoisseurs gather in Blue Lake to sample brews. food
he beer flowed

hy
Erica L. Johnson
photos hy
Adam Conley

and

the

“I

rain

didn’t
this
weekend — in
Blue Lake at the
3rd = Annual
Humboldt
Hoptoberfest,
where
hundreds gathered
to
sample
brews
of North-

think

The
held

of activities that have a lot of sup-

port from the community and try
to give donation money to those
groups.

in

Pa

event.

rk.

Was

fund-raiser

ter,

the

local

(sreen
Party.
"The festival fea-

tured sampling

Proceeds
from the
Hoptobertest
this year
will go to
Coastal
Cleanup.

of 35 different
brews from the
5 local breweries and 2 guest
breweries,

Jefferson State
Brewery
in
Crescent City
and Bear Re-

D

past

it’s

d

}

Farks

ite.

99

IsntS

:

f

}

Coastal
hina

thing

pans

folks

:

}

thatnasa

and
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I-think

212)

yebed

We_aececlgeqd
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Cleanup
|

m

Energy

said.

}

h;

(

Safe
]

Ornelas
Veart:

‘eatl

Recycling ey ¢

Alliance

CCrrsp.s

the
.

Re

Al}:

Redwood

been

>

and

community
}

Group.

for

CoiGva ss beast
Cleanup, Redwi od
Alhance
and

Lake

rcata
‘

a

the
TY

Diue

in Perigot

|

face,” Bob Ornelas. event coordinator, said.
“Every year I try to target kinds

Tt)

California.

great,

everybody’s got a smile on their

I

ern

it’s going

couldn’t ask for better weather. the
crowd is really nice, mellow and

really

lot

t

was

Car

orsupport

ae

it’s

that

someReis

irom

palate

probably

gO)

ing to be the focus of the fun raiser
from now on,” Ornelas said.
Humboldt, Mad River, Six Rivers, Lost Coast and Eel River brew-

eries all donated kegs and volunteers at this year’s event.
“We really like doing this event

because it’s a positive thing for the
community to come out and see
what the local breweries are doing
and what kind of beers they’re

serving,” Jon

Hill, brewer

at

public Brewery

Humboldt Brewery, said.
Tim Smith from Lost

in Healdsburg,

Brewery said, “The local brewer-

Calif.

ies are a tight-knit community and

An

ivan Driggs and Jon Hill from Humboldt Brewery pour brew samples for the thirsty Hoptoberfest crowd.

Coast

we all get along very
well. It’s fun
to hang out
with
the
other brewers.”
Bear Re-

"... | couldn't ask for better weather, the
crowd is really nice, mellow and
everybody's got a smile on their face,”

public was
invited

chard Norgrove said,
“We've had a very nice

time and we hope to distribute our beer up here
shortly.”
Redwood Alliance and
the Green Party also volunteered at this year’s

Hoptoberfest.
Melanie Williams, a vol-

a

a

v®:

‘f

x

new bre
Deanna Bryant Serves up one of Jefferson State Brewery’s tasty

.

rs

Hoptoberfest coordinator

to

the
event
for the first
time this year. Owner, Ri-

ak

Bob Ornelas

your choice.

and we’re the clean-up crew. When
everybody else is sauntering home
we'll be here taking down all the
booths.”
The laid-back atmosphere of the
afternoon made security almost a
non-issue. Jim Kaiser, a security

volunteer for the second year,
said,” It’s a very docile crowd. It
doesn’t last long enough so people
don’t drink too much and I’ve
never had any problems.”
geles Police Department officer

“This year I’m a full-on

and an insurance agent in Arcata,

volunteer and I’m having

said, “ (Drunk driving) is a concern. They were going to try and
provide some sort of transportation for people who might be in
that situation ... compared to LA

volunteering in the kitchen

... we’ve been here all day

trons paid $10 in advance or $12 at the
door for entrance into
the event and
10
“drink tickets” that
were redeemable at
each
booth
for a

sample of the brew of

unteer for Redwood Alliance and HSU political
science professor, said,

a great time pulling on
these taps. The Greens are

it’s pretty peaceful.”
Hoptoberfest pa-

Kaiser, who is a retired Los An-

Booths

also had pint glasses and T-shirts
for sale. Food was provided by
Bless My Soul, and included traditional Octoberfest foods as well

as their vegetarian counterparts.
The crowd enjoyed the perfect
weather and the music of the Off
Beats and the Errol Previdé Quartet.

“It’s a great deal, it’s the best way
to do it. [ don’t think anyone can

drink all 10 drinks,” Aaron
Brandvig, from Tacoma, Wash.,
said.
“You

gotta love it, Humboldt

beer, it’s October, it’s Hoptober, I

See Hoptobertest,
page 25
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HSU Theatre opens ‘Approaching Zanzibar’
by Evan Hatfield

(Kenichi

photos courtesy
Patrick Spike

Hillis),

Charlotte

(Susanna Curry Crooks) and their
two

laywright ‘Tina Howe’s Approaching Zanzibar,” a play
that The New Yorker described as
“a comedy with serious under-

tones,” begins its two weekend run

on Thursday, Oct. 15 in the John

Van Duzer Theatre.
“A family of four embark on a

journey to visit an ailing relative,

but along the way they explore
more than scenery,” said director
Patrick Spike about the plot.
“Mortality, changing roles in our
contemporary world, and the
legacy we must responsibly leave
behind are explored through humor and a transcendence of commonality. This play is for all audiences.”

Taking place in the present, “Approaching Zanzibar” is the story of
the Blossom family — Wallace

children

Turner

(James

Phillips) and Pony (Courtney
Greenlow) — as they travel across
America to see Charlotte’s sickly

aunt

Olivia

Childs

(Marilyn

McCormick), Aunt Olivia, an environmentalist famous for the mas-

sive floating sculptures she creates

with kites, is dying of cancer, and
her niece wishes to see her one last
time. The family camps its way
across America, from New York to
New Mexico, and along the way
has various adventures and interactions with strangers as well as
pee relatives
I fell in love with this play a

number of years ago, being drawn
in by the frankness of (Howe’s)

characters, the sparse yet dense
writing that seems to touch everyone

that experiences

it,” said

Spike, who last year directed the
HSU production “Lion in the

Streets.” “She has a remarkable
ability to build magical moments
that reverberate with emotion, humor, and universal threads that
transcend from the theatre into our
lives. She is truly writing about us
all.”
One of the characteristics that
stands out about this production
is its minimal casting. In writing
the script, Howe encouraged companies to have actors double on all
non-leading roles, and as a result
audiences can expect to see four of
the nine cast members multiple
times throughout the play, always
in different costumes and characters.

Freshman Andrew Stubblefield,
for instance, plays two extremely
diverse roles: a deaf mute psychic,

for which he had to brush up on a
few high school sign language

as

aeFh

ae

Saturday

R. ery a
Nakai

ae

ae

Sunday, October 25
Van Duzer Theatre, 8pm

Thursday, November 5
Van Duzer Theatre, 8pm

Coffee Co.
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ose rock: 7
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See Zanzibar, page 26
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Jamesvo Philips and

:

“Approaching Zanzibar.”

together in a special

Darol Anger and Matt

TET Cara

one-of-a-kind concert.

Glaser, bebop pioneer

Sacred
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~ Grounds

a an rae mee ce
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Primal Drone
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Joey Knave Trio

COMING

PLOW. W.Y

~ AfroCuba

de Matanzas

~ Wednesday,
AN e\cinglera aa
Van Duzer

Theatre, 85m
a

ae}

champion dancers,
singers & drummers
mR
ET ML
different tribes,

SOON..

‘” Mary Chapin

ee

A special show that pays

porary sounds of

Six Rivers:

Humboldt
Brewery

Carpenter

SPONSORED BY

Hermanos

PIERSON BUILDING SUPPLY

Cepeda
Thursday, November 19
Van Duzer Theatre. 8pm

An unforgettable TTY
of Cuban

rumba,

Rican bomba

Puerto

and more!

4
W/B

i

perform in the HSU production of

“= jazz Combo

Friday. November 6
NC Tam DIOr<-iaal alr laccmes} oan)

innovative flutists join

Johnny Frigo.

role in the play — if you know what
to look for. Rather than the traditional level stage upon which
props and backdrops are placed to
establish
establis a visual
risual contex
context for the

TRIES
cl eo

TS

aT Ce oT My elit dole
Flat & Scruggs, and iat

elder statesman

portant, although supplementary,

- Car Pile-up:

oe sa eke

Featuring the contem-

Regina Carter, and

Technical Director Richard
Woods, promises to play an im-

Bec llurlc ETS ae

$4.

Two of today’s most

Joseph Kennedy Jr.,

designed by theatre department

RR

| Humboldt Bay.

and Kentucky Thunder

Masters

multiple actors portraying multiple
personalities could truly enhance
the play.
In addition to the acting, the set,

student Doug Small’s characters

eit area Plain: ens

Bone

members Nisa Freitas and Willi
Welton, this challenging twist of

and masculine young girl. Grad

etl ea a
mo

mountain man and a middle aged
preppie. If properly executed by
Stubblefield, Small, and remaining

courses, and an extremely athletic

Café Tomo
Thursday

are of the same gender — however,
he still has the task of convincinga
crowd that he is both a rugged

iaiis alah

Dance Company
NorTH SoLE¢
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CAFE.

rantsnraves

OMG

On the Arcata Plaza (707) 822-4100

www.cafetomo.com

TrHAe&
MOvVVELST

same track, for instance, LaBelle
offers:

kk kk
Excellent
Kk ** Great
*%*«%*% Good
x* OK
* Sucks

*,.and when a

finished

walkin’ on the man . .. Snap your
fingers like this, do your hand like
that . and if that don’ t work, I tell

ya’ what you should do ... Baby
girl, do like this ... (dramatic pause)

AWACSHAT CAA
41
EC ONRITO

535 Sth ¢ Eureka

IS NOW SERVING LUNCH!
Featuring

444-CLUB

OCTOBER ROCKS!

a brand new Lunch Menu.

Monday Thru Saturday 11 am-4pm.

... Do him on the Jerry Springer

LEYS

Show (audience screams).”

NE

GET TICKETS NOW FOR THE

Ahh, yeeaahhbh.
All in all, “Live! One Night
Only” isn’t the greatest album in
the world. For LaBelle fans, a few
of her famous tracks, such as
“Somewhere Over the Rainbow”
and “On My Own”, might warrant
its purchase, but for the general
public ... leave it alone
Incidentally, if Patti fans out there

NIGHT

Patti La Belle

8™ ANNUAL
EROTIC EXOTIC

Choose from Habanero Inferno or Sweet

Now, were stars awarded solely
for the 8" by 10" artist glossies that

Ea

Honey Teriyaki or BBQ Madness

SUES

of “Live! One Night Only,” one can
be picked up cheap in the Lumberjack office.

*

ieTe

OWEE

WINGS 25 CENTS EACH!

would like a slightly abused copy

“Live! One Night Only”

Featuring the #1 pig

Ld ira et-) P TTS ee
ee
ml TA
Spooky drink specials. Best
Halloween Party in town.
CALL 444-CLUB FOR DETAILS

motional CD’s, Patti LaBelle’s

, Bring in this Coupon and receive|

“Live! One Night Only” would receive an entire galaxy — a universe

TTC VA)
SABADO

| $1.00 off any purchase over $5.00! |

even. The years, and possibly a
plastic surgeon or two, have been

foe

extremely kind. Unfortunately, it is

een
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ee

ee

ee

ee

ee

ee

ee

Live Latin Music Night. Doors open at
9 p.m. 18 and over.

es

OEY VAP
Urs
[eye terels |

the music for which the much cov-

eted Lumberjack stars (known to
make or break many an established

Soe Tmt
mL
U mer
lessons with paid admission.

career) are given, and it is the muRecorded
in New
York’s
Hammerstein Ballroom earlier this
two-disc'set that offers the Patti-en-

aC)

of lovin’. For the non-enthusiastic
ear (the masochistic withstanding),

not derived by some inner-soul
search but rather a slick marketing
technique so the public would not
treat them harshly.
With titles like “Why Ya Wanna
Do Me?”, “Whatcha Gonna Do?”

of music isn’t agreeable, LaBelle

has a voice that actually grates. “If
Only You Knew,” the 7th track on

does not require a large vocabulary.

Patti begins to do a little freestyle

Unfortunately, the CD’s songs
are as dull, uninspired, and canned
as their titles. The song, “Shotgun
In My Soul,” makes the singers

howling. Now, the word “howling”

is used as nicely as possible. There
is most likely a technical musical

vented.

The

which are powerful enough to al-

least they are trying.

most compensate for the manner

:
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21 and over. LIVE country music
with live, local country music including
Humboldt's very own The Roadmasters.

MOTHER HIPS

ey:

Wednesday, Oct. 21st
Café Tomo, Arcata

ce

eet"

heh

o

4

open

9:00

p.m.

i

Call 444-CLUB
_for show info._

D.J. SPOOKY &
PLASTILINA MOSH
Wednesday, Oct. 28th
Club West, Eureka

Call 444-2624
To charge tickets by phone.

‘.

£4

Doors

Café Tomo, Arcata

Ticket locations: The Works CDs &
Tapes, Eureka/Arcata; Wildhorse CDs &
Tapes, ‘Garberville; The Metro, Arcata, Fat

City Music, Crescent City

‘|

tS,

and over. $4 Gay & lesbian night.

]

Friday, Oct. 23rd

‘
WP
* cath

|

CLUB TRIANGLE

THE JOE CRAVEN TRIO

title suggests giving the

aN

AtNEW Ts
COUNTRY!

Monday, Oct. 19th
Café Tomo, Arcata

band mercy. In that case, maybe no
matter how bad this CD seems, at

actually some lyrics on the album

SSS
Bh

BLOQUE

seem to find a niche. Maybe a new
“generic” niche should be in-

was,

Ses

18 and over are welcome, Save on
cover before 11:00 p.m.

Café Tomo, Arcata

unexciting singers who can t really

“This CD is a hunter’s best friend,
as the moose will come-a-runnin’.”
In LaBelle’s defense, there are

7,99

Sunday, Oct. 18th

Overall the Cd is boring and a
rip-offof other already boring and

cally-tasted music buffs, the kind-

Late

HIEROGLYPHICS

truck.

when played to a group of eclecti-

o

Arcata Theater

soul sound like a beat-up pick-up

term that could be used to describe
the sound that she emits, and some
might even appreciate it. However,

eet

JIMMY CLIFF
Tuesday, Oct. 6th

realizes that listening to this CD

Was actually a very pleasant track,

band. Get tickets now.
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Presents...

and “Crazy ‘Bout Ya,” one soon

the first disc, is an unfortunate example of this. In the middle of what

melt
ek Ce

WITH ALL THE ORIGINAL MEMBERS:

Maybe the title for the CD was

Mariah Carey, whose vocal abilities
demand respect even if their style

UD

bs he) 4412)3s

folk, blues and Zydeco-rock.

harder to find.
Unlike a Whitney Houston or a

in response

Swing

Cowboy Mouth, combines rock,

though, words of praise are much

aware)

THURSDAY
10/29 |
BLUE PLATE SPECIAL

“Mercyland, ”The latest release
from the New Orleans based band,

thusiastic ear a full hour and a half

ae

ier

PTS
D.J. SPOOKY

to the North Coast

Cowbo Mouth
“Mercyland”
*

year, “Live! One Night Only” is a

are’su:
in which they,
have
ha etete
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Bringing Quality Music

sic that must be reviewed.

est Comment

S funk & soul
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— Evan Hatfield

are sometimes included with pro-

« clubwestonline.com
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dance

dance,

Dance,

Homecoming dance benefits spring festival
ay;

og

‘.

Evan Hatfield
photo by
Jason Ball
t’s time for a sock
Humboldt style.

hop

-

Sponsored by and benefiting the
1999 HSU

Arts and Music

Festi-

val, this Saturday’s homecoming
dancein the Kate Buchanan Room
features the smooth equatorial

sounds of ;Zumba!, local purveyor
of fine

Latin

groove.

\s modestly put by group trombonist Darby Meyer. *-Zumba!
the hottest new Latin dance
ut

of

Arcata.”

Boasting

‘ ensemble
| Jave

led

Bay

is

+

7

1d

by

oat

§

Music Festival

Caetl

\s seen in a recent quad concert
and other appearances around

St

horns

..
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However, in enlisting the talented

else. ;Zumba! is doing a great job

of filling that void.”
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Liquidation sale!!
Everything must go!
Truckloads of new
inventory are on the way!

773

Bth St. * On the Arcata Plaza
829.4100
all shows 21 and over e www.cafetomo.com

Be

OPEN 7 NIGHTS, NOW SERVING LUNCH 11 - 4,
LIVE MUSIC
FROM S PM, FULL BAR, SUSHI, SAKE, HAPPY
HOURS.

Smith’s
Odds e7 Ends
* tole painted furniture
* 10% off fishing gear

a

on the corner of Spear
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& Alliance, Arcata

826-7288

The Flood Plain Gang
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or take-out
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Tarantulas!
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Tony

Furtado
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Sun

Wiine

Band

HUNAN

Tasting

822-6105
on the
Arcata Plaza

CANTON

Additional parking at
7th St. entrance

wi /

Pcie

Celtic
Summit
wu J
Primal Drones & Good Company
eS

IN TOWN!

761 8th St.

Errol
Quartet

10/25 Duncan Burges Jazz CAS
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MANDARIN

All major credit cards
accepted.

Open 11 am to 10 p.m. daily
Weekends open at noon.
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like that over Bebop &
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Brew because it’s not a
very big crowd.”
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Instruments
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atmosphere was more
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Books & Videos
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Kevin Kaldver, assistant brewer at Six Rivers Brewery, said, “It’s
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ally young drinkers. We
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have more of an experiNew & Used

enced crowd here”

At the end of the day
itwas bookeda success.

Blaine Mort of Mad River Brewing Co. shows off his festive headwear.
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Margaritas and Football*
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Double Wells* $2°°
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(*double well drinks in pint glasses)
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Reinforcement
Small
© re

|

1

throwin bench

conser?

an

campus affiliated radio sta-

“While it’s far too early to start

first of many,” said Moore. “The
90.5 FM.
second benefit, which is being pre“We want everyone to beable to
sented by Center Arts, willbe the
attend our shows,” said Hatfield.
Galactic show in the KBRon Nov.
“And by paying a few dollars and
16. They’re just off a tour with
seeing some great smaller shows
Widespread Panic, and they just — now, you’re making it possible to
put a new disc out (“Crazyhorse — enjoy one massive, incredible exMongoose”
on
Capricorn _ travaganza at the end of the year.”
Records), so it should be pretty
With the festival growing in size
hot. Tickets for that are only $7
since its 1996 inception, coordi-

envision a wide range of music
represented,” said Moore. “The
campus community is really diverse and Id like to see more variety on the main stage to reflect
this. Since we have time for four
bands, | think at least four different genres of music can be represented, maybe some swing,
reggae, hip hop, funk, ska, or

“The jZumba! show is just the

tions, KRFH 610 AM and KHSU _ mentioning ieee) ie

'

(with HSU ID).”

nators look to build on the mo-

__
_
_
—

yet, I

world beat music.

Zanzibar
© continued from page 22

acting, Woods has designed a __ orchestrated to come together with _ piece.”
movable set composed of eight
a distinct purpose in mind.
“Approaching Zanzibar” will
curved,

:

Located in Old Town
Special

&

levels

that

“The lines and curves (ofthe set)

parents

(707) 444-3344

play October 15-17 and 22-24

stretch from wing to wing —

reflect the shapes

of Georgia

in the John Van Duzer Theatre

kind ofa giant staircase thatthe
audience could climb from their

O’Keefe paintings,” said Spike.
“With a blossoming flower as our

at 8 p.m. Tickets are $6 for the
general public, $3.50 for non-

seats to the back of the stage.

Eureka

at 2nd and C Streets
Rates for HSU students

flowing

primary metaphor, the set will

Also a part of the set is a series

change, move, unfold as the petals

ofhanging panels of various colors, textures and materials. All
of this, combined witha light set

of the flower to slowly reveal the
center. This culminates in the final
scene with Olivia, for she is truly at

designed by Ffaelan, has been

the center and culmination of the

| HSU students and seniors and

free (limited seating) for HSU

students. All tickets can be purchased or reserved at the Center Activities desk in Nelson
— Hall.
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It's 10 o'clock and the Library Closes
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The Pantry
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Versatile marking back gives ‘Jacks striking talent
Tomorrow
Hard workers who do what they are told at all times are a type of player
every coach loves to have on their team.
4

by
Nils-Jarle Saetre

af

HSU women’s soccer coach Kim Benson is fortu"ate enough to have one of these players on her ros-

ter.
“Kristi Hammer works hard day in and day out,”

Kristi Hammer

go from playing sweeper one year and then play marking back the next

year.

“Kristi has done well every game and she
far this year,” Benson said. “You know she
every game and even if she has an average
most people.”
At the age of 7, Hammer started to play

has been our best player so
is going to give 100 percent
day she is still better than

Davis, 3 p.m.

soccer in her hometown of

Volleyball
at Crossover Tournament
vs. Chaminade, | p.m.
vs. BYU-Hawaii, 7 p.m.

Benson said. “It does not matter if she is injured
or has a cold. You can pit her against a player and
you know she will push her to her limit. That’s
very important on day-to-day practice.”
Hammer’s abilities when it comes to challeng-

an under-19 club team. Capital Valley Crossfire won the state championship two years in a row.
Just two years later Hammer won her third state championship, this

ing other players 1s something of which she is well

time for a Sacramento community college, American River. Several uni-

aware and this realization is key in her job as marking back.
“I enjoy playing one-on-one against people,”

versities suddenly wanted Hammer to play for them.

Hammer, a recreation administration senior, said.

“I love the mental aspect of my job. I’m always trying
to get in a person’s head. It makes my job so much
easier.”

Last year Hammer was the anchor of the team, playing as sweeper, but
so far she has been a marking back in all of this season’s games, a situa-

tion she does not mind at all.
“T would play anywhere coach puts me without any hesitation. Marking back is the position I’ve played most of my career,” Hammer said.
Many times changes are for the best, and Hammer has proven she can

Women’s soccer
vs. UC Davis

Sacramento. But her first taste of success did not come until she joined

Friday

Ellensburg, Wash.

Saturday

“Universities like HSU, Chico, San Francisco State and University of

Santa Cruz wanted me to come and play for them,” Hammer said. “I
never did go on my recruiting trip to San Francisco because | did not
really want to live in a big town. Chico offered me things that I was sure
they could not accomplish.”
The size of the town and university was important because Hammer

Volleyball
at Crossover Tournament

vs. Hawaii-Pacific, 1 p.m.
vs. Hawau-Hilo, 7 p.m.
Ellensburg, Wash.

wanted the taste of small-town life, she said. Hammer also wanted to

keep playing for a winning team, and it was Benson who made the choice
easy for her.

Cross country
at San Francisco Inv.

Golden Gate Park, 9 a.m.
See Hammer, page 28

Football
vs. Simon Fraser
Redwood Bowl, 2 p.m.

erformances of the week

Men’s

SOCCECI

vs. San Francisco State
San Francisco, noon

Richard Roybal

Women’s

vs. San Francisco State

¢ The junior from
Cudahy led the men’s
cross country team at the
Stanford Invitational in
Palo Alto Saturday, finishing 58th out of 124 run-

San Francisco, 3 p.m.

Monday
Men’s soccer

vs. UC Davis

ners in a personal best of
26 minutes, 24 seconds
over the five-mile course.

Davis, 4 p.m.

Hall of Fame
to induct six

Roybal

The HSU Athletic Hall of Fame
will induct five individuals and a
team into its ranks Saturday.
University Center Director Burt
Clara
Nordstrom, Torrie Cah hn,
[rigg, Gordon Innes alia 1 Dave

Annabel Dostal
¢ The sophomore

for-

Navarre, along with the 198 foot-

from Anaheim
ward
paced the women’s soccer team in Saturday’s 2() win

ference

over

tormer

foe CSU

ball team, will join the Hall of Fame
at an awards

Chico.

Saturday

game.
Nordstrom

tallied an assist in the victory.

brunch

morning before being saluted during halftime of the 2 p.m. football

con-

Dostal scored a goal and

Dostal

soccer

Photo by CHRIS ANDERSON

Another kill
SaturKaryn Williams, the HSU career leader in kills, goes up for another attempt

day against Lewis-Clark State in the East Gym. The Warriors claimed a 15-2, 15-11,
15-11 win over the Lumberjacks.
"
t

player,

i

asia

a football

while

and

Cababa

played softball and Trigg and Innes
competed in track and field.
Navarre was an All-American
wrestler.
Reservations for the brunch can

be made by calling Marty Goelho

at $26-5959. ».

é
dicrbicillien

baseball

was
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NOW OPEN!

invitational race against stiff Divi-

Sports
600068
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27:07, finishing 83rd out of 124
runners.
Leia Giambastiani led the

Hillary Arthur and Annabel
Dostal each scored a goal to lead

women’s team to an | 8th-place fin-

the women’s soccer team past CSU

ish in the open race, placing 35th

Chico, 2-0, on Saturday in Chico.

1. The Wildcats dropped to 6-4-

with a time of 19:35 over the 3.1mile course.
Most of the men’s team and all
of the women will rest this week
while the men’s “B” team races at

0;

the San Francisco Invitational at

Cross country performs

Hot Chocolate...

y

=

oy

Richard Roybal made up for the
continued absence of top runner
Tim Miller Saturday, running a
personal best of 26 minutes. 24
seconds, over five miles at the
Stanford Invitational.
Miller, still suffering from a bout

zame by and) say bil

Jacks to a 12th-place finish in the

CPEEDWAS

Sunday’s game was more of the
28-9, losing to Simon Fraser, 2-0,

at Burnaby, B.C.
The Clan improved to 10-1-1 on
the season after defeating HSU for
the second time.

HSU will swing south to meet
two former NCAC

rivals in the

San Francisco at noon Saturday

and will match up against UC
Davis Monday at 4 p.m. in Davis.

HSU will have a chance to prove

See Clips, next page
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Career New Life.
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rece
18, 30 & 50 LB
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30 & 50 LB Dryers

| 1080 F Street, Arcata
EPine

facility in Vacaville.

You will enjoy a full day of events including informat
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meet the hiring managers from the following disciplines:

822-1317
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Get inside the world’s premier biotech company and
discover the
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Please bring multip le copies of your resume
and dress for on-site
information

visit our Web
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‘
www.gene.com/Career or call our Job
Hotline at: (650) 225-2580.
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If you are unable to attend this Career
Fair in Vacaville, | lease
your resume to Genentech, Inc. : Human
Resources, Job Code:

1000 New

r
ye
Sui
Careertair,
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( enentec
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Interviews. For more
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same, as the Jacks were outshot,

next week. The ‘Jacks will play at

13

re

Vikings

tory over Central Washington on

Warriors with a match-high
kills.

58th-place performance lifted the

The men’s soccer team came
away from its trip to the North with

spite missing seven of their 24
players due to injury.

ranked team. Joy Dunn led the

me
0
pr

or

HSU pulled offa four-game vic-

were dispatched by twin 15-11
scores by the NAIA’s fourth-

ond straight meet, but Roybal’s

two northern games

(4-6-1) outshot HSU, 23-7, de-

Lewis-Clark State (13-2, 6-1), but

$0

sh
th

Men's soccer drops

weekend home games

7, 3-4) tried to battle back from a
15-2 opening-game loss against

of food poisoning, missed his sec-

HSU will continue Saturday,
playing Hawaii-Pacific at 1 p.m.
and Hawaii-Hilo at 7 p.m.

Bellingham, Wash. The

Thursday before falling to LewisClark State in three games Saturday in the East Gym.
Following Thursday’s 9-15, 1513, 15-9, 15-11 win, the Jacks (8-

well against big schools

IT, BYU-Hawaii, at 7 p.m.

Volleyball team splits

a.m.

p.m. and at San Francisco Saturday at 3 p.m.

The ’Jacks will start off against
Chaminade (Hawaii) Friday at 1
p.m. before facing the No. 1ranked team in the NCAA Dwvision

an 0-2 record after being battered
by two conference foes.
The “Jacks (4-4-2) lost to Western Washington, 4-1, on Friday in

The men’s race will begin at 10:15

will play at Davis tomorrow at 3

Cafe Mocha, latte,

—<——

Golden Gate Park on Saturday.

games against former Northern
California Athletic Conference
foes UC Davis and San Francisco
State on the road this week. HSU

st
y

Tournament in Ellensburg, Wash.

Rogers was third on the team at

The ‘Jacks will play a pair of

Coupon Special!

to win the meet.
in 80th place at 27:01 and Damian

Goalkeeper Lydia Rodriguez
had three saves for the shutout as
the Lumberjacks improved to 5-4-

G Street

sion I competition. Stanford
placed five runners in the top 10

its mettle against the Pacific West
Conference’s Pacific Division
teams this week at the Crossover

Greg Phillips was next for HSU

Women's soccer beats
former foe Chico on road

Tiger Mart
1407

|

fo
ga
th
be
ve
ar
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major restructuring. The Pa-

sounded like she really wanted

said. “I had good

fiends and everyone 1s so close to
each other.”
The coach and her teammates
are important factors in Hammer’s

at

playing

enjoyment

HSU.

Benson said she is lucky to have a
person like Hammer on her team.

“She is a really good role model
for the younger players,” Benson
said. “Kristi helps them to keep
themselves in the right direction

both on and off the field. She is
very aware of situations that occur
and she keeps it tight.”

This season will be the last year

Hammer plays soccer, but she will
stay

in

shape

by _ hiking,

snowboarding and rafting. Outdoor life is her biggest passion, but
school and soccer have limited her
time out in the open. Hammer said
she has dreamed about doing the
Grand Traverse Mount Blanc Tour
in Europe for the past five years.

“I’m hoping to do this 40-day
hiking trip in France and Switzerland next summer,”

Hammer said.

“To go between small villages and

big mountains in the Alps just

comments supplied to me re-

NCAA has decided against
the initiative.
¢ Obscure college football
score of the week: Concordia
38, Hamline 0. Let’s see. Your
lifeline and your loveline are
very long, but your hamline

chology) majors who felt that
Iam a bit harsh on the HSU

football team (which, incidentally, lost, 36-17, to Western
Washington

on Saturday

to

fall to 0-5). These students hypothesized that | am merely
taking out my aggressions because I was probably cut from

to

seems

peter

out

rather

quickly.
¢ Be sure to be at Saturday’s
homecoming football game in

player at my school. My aggressions are actually based on

Redwood Bowl. School officials will induct several athletes into the HSU Hall of
Mark
including
Fame,
McGwire, Manute Bol and
Tony “The Brick” Vincenzi,
terror of Boise, Idaho, recre-

several other factors: my 1mpeachment from the United
States presidency, slow drivers, mayonnaise, the Upland,
Calif., City ¢ ‘ouncil and chalk.

of these athletes actually
None
attended HSU, but officials
believe the ceremony will
spice up the day.

a high school junior varsity
athletics

team.

Well, they

missed the boat on that one,
because | was the star croquet

hk

for updates.

¢ Update on the first-quarter elimination proposal: The

parently another word for psy-

ational badminton

leagues.

sounds wonderful to my ears.”

Clips
Foothall team loses

ad 24

CFA opener to Vikings

and wide receiver Ben Clampitt set

a Northwest small-college record

with 295 receiving yards to lead
iis Vikings

toa

36-17

i Cn

Back

win

over

HSu at Bellingham, Wash., Satur-

Our Advanced Methods Pinpoint The Cause
Of Your Pain Without Unnecessary X-Rays
Sports Injuries, Auto Injuries, Personal Injuries
Most Insurance Accepted, Painless Payment Plans

Drs. Mark & Martha Henry,
Chirop ractors

o™,

ASN

SNS

early in the second quarter before
the ‘Jacks (0-5, 0-1 ) cut the deficit

0 19-17. Rusty Dudley was a rare
bright spot for HSU, tallying 10
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loss, which was the conference
“pener for both teams.

HSU will play Simon Fraser (2|) Saturday in Redwood Bowl
at2 p.m.
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day,

Che Vikings (3-1, 1-0) led 19-0
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& Neck Problems?
HEADACHES?
we can help.

EUREKA

Western Washington quarternae Sam Hanson completed 29
0191 passes for a school-record
480 yards and five touchdowns

SPECIALISTS

from this initiative. Stay tuned

Mendoza than Mantle.
¢ | very much appreciate the

cently by two kinesiology (ap-
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on this team. It’s so easy to make

HUMAN

—

fiends, but never like the way it 1s

at the Adventure’s Edge Backyard,
the corner of 10th & F streets, Arcata.

from a small Northern California school that would
eliminate the first quarter of
college football games. Come
to think of it, our very own
football team, which has been
outscored, 55-0, in the combined first quarters of this
season’s games, would benefit
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heen on teams where we have been

¢ The NCAA is considering
a proposal by football coaches

eS

on this team.” Hammer said. “I’ve

Backpacking, Bikes, Skis...

ing 100 games per year.

(ecc

on the HSU team.
“yery team member is unique

Kayaks-New-Used

SSSS5955 222222

the kind of friendliness she enjoys

Outdoor Equipment

always will be, the Padres and
the Astros, and therefore
should act accordingly by los-

IP

she said she has never experienced

¢ Wow, the Bills actually
beat the 49ers. I really feel like
Scott Norwood should have
had a chance to lose the game
for Buffalo.
¢ OK, so I’m impressed at
the feats of Shane Spencer, the
Yankees’ rookie who just got
started a little late in his pursuit of Mark McGwire in the
home run chase. I am reminded, however, of another
New York rookie
— Kevin
Maas — who hit something
like 712 home runs in 713 atbats before looking more like

a.m. to 3 p.m.

PIPPI

manner.”
stages of her career,
she always felt she is
part of the team, but

really positive
In the early
Hammer said
an important

9

kind of playoffs. They are, and

and she
communication with her

a
resented the soccer program in

Saturday October 10, 1998

dres and the Astros — no matter how good each team may
be — should not make any

“Kim got the edge because she

me.” Hammer
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Men's

Pacific West Conference standings: 2

Columbia Football Association standings:
CFA
‘Team

L

Overall
.PF-PA

W-L

Western Washington

]-

PF-PA

21-6

]-

3-0

36-17

99-47

Western Oregon
Southern Oregon
Simon Fraser

3-1

109-82

Q-£
0Q-]

0-0
0-0
6-21

HSU

2> -¢
2-

89-63
135-82
108-60

0-1

17-36

-

77-176

Central Washington

Soccer

Last week's Columbia Football Association scores:
¢ Western Washington 36, HSU 17

Team
Simon Fraser
BYU-Hawaii
Seattle Pacific
HSU

W-L-T
8-]-]
3-1-0
5-2-2
4-4-2

Western Washington

4-6-1

Hawau-Pacific
Montana State-Billings —

4-6-0
2-9-0

Percentage

_ GF-GA
&

750

:

.667

-14
(‘3
16-92

s
o
AND
ANDO

182

tees

ane 2)

13-21

13-28

Last week's Pacific West Conference scores:
¢ Simon Fraser 2, HSU 0
° Western Washington 4, HSU 1

¢ Simon Fraser 8, Evergreen State 0

* Central Washington 21, Simon Fraser 6

¢ BYU-Hawaii 4, Hawaiti-Pacific 1

* Linfield 10, Southern Oregon 7

¢ Willamette 38, Eastern Oregon 20

Saturday's Columbia Football Association games:
¢ Simon Fraser at HSU, 2 p.m.
¢ Southern Oregon at Western Oregon, 5 p.m.

Pacific West Conference standings:

¢ Western Washington at Eastern Washington, 1 p.m.

¢ UC Davis at Central Washington, 1:30 p.m.
¢ Eastern Oregon at Pacific Lutheran, 1:30 p.m.

‘Team
Simon Fraser

Last week's Columbia Football Association players of the week:
Offense:

* Ben Clampitt, Western Washington, wide receiver.

Clampitt had the most productive receiving day in Northwest small-college history,
catching 10 passes for 295 yards and two touchdowns in his team’s 36-17 win
over
HSU. Clampitt broke the record of 266 yards set by Oregon Tech’s Mike Wilson

against Southern Ore

on Nov. 14, 1991.

gton, defensive back,

* Pete Hartzell, Cen

Fraser scoring opportunities with end-zone intercep-

tions in his team’s 21-6 win overtheClan.

¢ Mike McMillan, Simon Fraser, linebacker,

McMillan had 15 tackles and also forced two fumbles to lead the Simon Fraser defense, which
didn’t allowa:

Pacific

sviet We

:

Montana $t.-

-oRere

n

W-L

1,006

-

833

:

500

11-1

917

7-6

538

500

8-10

444

airbanks

Sin

250

Western New Mexico —

Bee

13

O00

:

Western Oregon
Lewis-Clark St...

go"

rs

Oy.

_

:

Percentage ~

.

Percenta ge

1-6

.250

Chaminade

Overall

1.000 ~
;

West Diyision

so,
857

7-10

21T

Aol.

ae
412

6F

286

Overall
So
W-L_
Percentage _

12-1
13-2

923
.867

. , #429

11-4

“739

8-7

533

Sifnon Fraser

333

8-7

533

333

5-7

A17

Saint Martin’s

333

3-6

333

.000

2-12

.143

Seattle Pacific

HSU

|

—

-

Western Washington

Central Washington

~*

7-3-1
4-4~]

Western Oregon

5-5-0

Hawani-Pacific

4-A<(). ee" : ie

Montana State-Billings: 3

2-8-0 a

727
682
500
500
500
200

Last week's Pacific West Conference scores:
Western Washington 3, Eastern Washington 0

¢ Western Oregon 6, Northwest Nazarene 2
¢ Western Oregon 5, Albertson 0

Last week's HSU results:

PWC

_ BYU-Hawaii
Hawaii-Hi

8-3-0

Central Washington
HSU

*

ee ood

~» Hawaii-Pacific

Western Washington

hing touchdown for the fifth straight game.

West Conference standings:
gon

Percentage
.750

¢ HSU 2, CSU Chico 0
¢ Western Washington 2, Seattle 1

Defense:

Hartzell thwarted two Simon

W-L-T
7-2-1

833

Resuits from Saturday’s Stanford Invitational
in Palo Alto:
Men
(approx. 5 miles
1. Gabe Jennings, Stanford, 24:30
2. Jason Balkman, Stanford, 24:33
3. Brandon Richards, BYU, 24:40

58. Richard Roybal, 26:24
80. Greg Phillips, 27:01
83. Damian Rogers, 27:07

91. Mike McGuire, 27:15
92. Jason Walker, 27:19
97. Josh Otto, 27:24

101. Ryan Emenaker, 27:32
(124 finishers)
1. Stanford, 23
2. BYU,69
3, Boise State, 91
12. HSU, 376

1. Sharolyn Shields, BYU, 17:43
2. Sarah Ellis, BYU, 17:44
3. Malindi Elmore, Stanford, 17:53
35. Leia Giambastiani, 19:35 3.

70. Becky Mello, 20:09

84. Crystal Johnson, 20:21

171. Jennifer Cochran, 21:49...
181. Danielle Saylor, 22:03

182. Tammy Hunt, 22:05

211. Melissa Ortiz, 23:14
(235 finishers)
bag

Team scores

LBYOIS
2. Stanford, 48

3. CSU Chico, 136
18. HSU, 483

|
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Legislation for schools
resembles a mixed bag
In the midst of the Clinton scandal, it’s nice

to know Capitol Hill is still conducting business and hasn’t forgotten the students.

HEMP
FEST 96

President Clinton is expected this week to
sign a new campus safety legislation that will
=

require universities to publicly disclose
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Letters to the editor
Pot growers should treat women as equals
Editor,

The Sept. 30th article in The Lumberjack entitled “The
best of buds,” about two friends that grew maryuana in their
closet was a good piece of journalism. The topic was timely,
and the article kept my interest throughout. What troubles
me, however, is the attitude of at least one of the interviewed

cultivators.
When asked to sum up his interests, Mike’s response is
“Bitches, big bumps and video games. Pimp shit in general.” Toward the end of the article, he refers to the women

he hangs out with as “girls.”
Of course Mike has the freedom to say what he wants. All
I would ask for is, that he and other men consider their atti-

tude toward women and really decide what would be the
best way to interact with the other half ofthe world’s population.

:

As we men consider and decide, let’s learn about the oppression of women. Let’s discover what our sisters, moth-

ers, friends and lovers must deal with every day. Let’s think
about why we see women the way we do and let’s explore
where these attitudes came from.
It may not seem like a big deal, but when Mike referers to
women as “girls” and “bitches,” he is continuing a bad tradition of putting women down. In this context, women are

nothing more than objects. Just like the video games he enjoys playing. This attitude helps create a culture in which
the oppression of women is accepted.
My own personal confrontation of societal attitudes, being expressed through my actions and words has been dif-

Sept. 30 edition

ducing crime in universities, because stu-

dents must be aware of crimes before they
can work to prevent them. Covering up a

sustainable with the present rate of cutting, and want

cumulative impacts evaluated. Groups all around the
country meet regularly to deal with these issues by
speaking out at meetings, writing articles, filing lawsuits and providing grassroots activism about environmental protection.
Gypsy’s was the first death ofa nonviolent forest activist in Humboldt County. He died far from his home
and family trying to save the ancient redwood forest.
His memory is a reminder that the pursuit of ideals is
an honorable tradition. The struggle against environmental treachery, (which is) harmful to people and forests will continue. We owe much to Gypsy. We salute
him and hope that his death is the last.
N. Roiz
On behalf of Taxpayers for Headwaters
Eureka

crime problem only helps the criminals
because it prevents potential victims from
being prepared.
It’s very helpful that HSU’s University
Police Department already has an open
policy about releasing crime information

and it’s time all campuses disclosed as
much crime information as possible.
With 67 felonies and 585 misdemeanors
reported by UPD last year, crime information is valuable and students should

support legislation encouraging its release.

Marching Lumberjack article pleases
Editor,

I just finished your article on the Marching Lumberjacks
published in the Sept. 30 issue. I was very pleased with the
coverage. It was the first article published by The Lumber-

jack in years that didn’t have a negative slant to it. As an

alum of the ML]s I have seen many an article that starts out
in favor of the ML]s, which in the end becomes an attack,
So, thanks for a refreshing article.

Jon Pede
Social Science Grad, 1990

men who may think about taking this step of consideration,
let me tell you—it’s worth it.

13th.

PS. Itis the bands 30th anniversary this weekend, not its

Editor,

Recently, David “Gypsy” Chain was killed when Earth

First! activists were attempting to protect the ancient forests in Humboldt County. It is the latest and most shocking
violence against activists in this area. A video taken hours
before Chain’s death was aired on radio and television and

demonstrates why questions are being asked about this tragedy, which was initially called an “accident.”
Some people consider Chain a trespasser, who was killed
un-

derstand and respect his dedication and commitment to
protecting our forests from the ravages of modern industrial logging.
Many are troubled about continuous violations of envi-

ronmental regulations which the activists are trying to pre-

ventand document. Residents have serious health and safety
concerns about increasing floods, landslides, spraying of
toxic chemicals, loss of wildlife habitat, disappearence of

| am writing in response to the letter titled, “Lumberjack
of
cover may result in rape,” printed in the Sept. 30 edition
some
The Lumberjack. The author of the letter presented
the letter
‘ssues that warrant further discussion. First, while

her
was packed with very strong emotion, she failed to state
an impoint. What she presented was nothing more than
and
plication. She seemed to imply there 1s some cause
of bare
effect relationship between men who view pictures
of the claim
breasts and the incidence of rape. I’m aware
against
that sexually explicit material leads to violence
Dworkin and
women that such radical feminists as Andrea
at us for more
Catherine MacKinnon have been screaming

than a decade.

But although The Lumberjack supports the

part of the new legislation that requires universities to disclose more information, it does

not-approve of the section of the legislation
that would put students caught with drugs at
risk of losing their financial aid.

Whether or notit’s right for students caught
possessing or selling drugs to lose financial
aid, it is inappropriate for legislation about financial aid to ride on an act about disclosing

Photographs don't cause rape, people do
Editor,

Activist died in defense of the forest

because he should not have been in the woods. Others

The legislation is a big step toward re-

salmon, impacts on roads and private property, siltation of rivers and soil loss.
Many question the assumption that the forests are

ficult. It’s hard to look at those parts of yourself that you
don’t want to admit exist. But to Mike, and all those other

Solomon DeMontigny
Manila

more information about crimes on campuses and around them.

:

such a claim.
However, research simply does not support

as stated
In fact, there ‘s little evidence to support this claim,

in the Reaganby feminist writer Wendy McElroy. Even
Report,
sponsored pro-censorship Meese Commission
and suppress
which was the last national effort to define
data connecting
pornography, admitted that much of the

information. There are two issues and they
should be decided separately.
sexually explicit material to violence was unreliable.
Not only was the writer’s implication that a picture of ex-

posed breasts could lead to rape erroneous, it’s also dan-

gerous because it offers rapists an “out.”
Don’t you think that blaming rape on explicit sexual material exonerates rapists? Do we really want to encourage
this?
Secondly, I’d like to discuss the phrase, “some stupid
man.” This statement is nothing short ofan ignorant generalization. I really think men deserve more credit. Additionally, to categorize a rapist as a “stupid man” is weak and

unsuitable. Rapists are opportunists. Rapists are evil, hurt-

ful and sick. Ina state of stupor, they are usually not.
Furthermore, to make the statement that the state of a
See Letters, page 33
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Negative political ads rear their ugly heads
With all the distractions whizzing around the community
lately, it’s been hard to remember that there is going to be
an important election taking place in less than a month. For
those of you who haven’t yet registered to vote, don’t

picture of Chesboro silhouetted by a full moon.

In tiny type at the bottom of the
for the friends of John Jordan for
I want everyone to know I’m
Chesboro is

bother, it’s too late.

Although I haven’t paid too much attention to the unfolding

What I’m trying to point out is, that
for no good reason, Jordan’s camp is

issues, I have

seen a particularly negative television ad
cropping up, already tainting the race for
State First District.
Assembly seat between Democratic

candidate Wes Chesboro and RepubliJohn Jordon.
can candidat
e
The ad that I am

talking about is

ready to resort to negative ads to make
their point. This probably is due to
AO

a

Wave

.

bought and paid for by the Jordan camp.

In it, Chesboro is pictured as a career
bureaucrat, who rents out his house in
Arcata and secretly owns and lives in a
house in Sacramento. The ad seems to
imply that Chesboro is trying to fool the

ad a caption reads, “Paid
State Assembly.”
not out to see to it that
elected to the Assembly.

by
B ef

Me Morries

us than do the ideas?
For me, it would more constructive
to watch the candidates debate, rather than watching them

- take pot shots at each other in the media.
Ben McMorries is the opinion editor of The Lumberjack.

George Clark

way, we can expect greater int-usions into
classrooms, tighter educational budgets, and

poorer campus management.
How else does one explain the organizing
and promoting of administrative files documenting student’s cheating imbroglios? The
thought of countless meetings between departments, staff and faculty to pursue a punitive
and pointless endeavor is bewildering. Cheating should remain an issue between a student
and his or her God.

Administrators are remunerated amply to aid
our vision of where education ought to lead

us. Instead, generations of punitive regulations
and obsolete grading have bestowed degrees
in record numbers of graduates while, simultaneously, record numbers of citizens (who)
live in poverty, are incarcerated, are without

health care, shelter or livable wage jobs. Yet nowhere in the thousands of words in The Lumberjack article on cheating did HSU’s top administrators consider the inherent injustice in
failing a student for cheating compared to failing a financial aid student for cheating. Has our
educational “community,” become so elite that

we will no longer acknowledge the harshness
of poverty as we expand such punitive rules?
lf HSU’s administrators believe that further

thing, these theories — some of which are based on fear

and not fact — seem to spread like wildfire. And much like
a snowball, these theories seem to gain momentum and take
on a life of their own.
We’ve witnessed some interesting protest activities as of
late, including a topless dance party and way too many
chalked messages in front of the Library.
Maybe you’re feeling left out because you aren’t as revolutionary as the more progressive elements on campus.
Don’t fear! ’ve come up with some slightly more conservative conspiracy theories to rally behind.
¢ The Stop Signs and Bad Roads Theory

Driving through town with a latte” balanced on the dash-

by

With so many administrators, and more on the

VELLA

Activism and rebellion against ““The Man” is trendy these
days. It seems like everyone has a cause to rally behind and
everyone’s getting in on the fun.
These protests seem to stem from sometimes irrational
fears created by various forms of credible or incredulous
conspriacy theories.
Be it anti-technology, anti-logging, or just plain anti-any-

Cult of administration prevalent in the CSU
In a Roman “divide and conquer” tactical move, HSU’s
administration wishes to reclassify department chairs as administrators. It should be embarrassing that grown men,
earning in excess of $120,000 a year are utilizing scarce educational dollars scheming to
enhance their administrative empire. Yet their
success is exemplified in the growing administrations on campuses throughout California.

FRANK

an underqualified candidate is better
than a dishonest one.
I just wish that whenever I’m watching the tube I didn’t have to be reminded that the political climate in
our country has sunk to this low
point.

ence in deciding who will represent

the ad, a narrator says something like,
“Wes Chesboro’s big time Hollywood
press agent told the public, it’s nobody’s business if Wes
Chesboro lives on the face of the moon.”
At that very instant, the ad superimposes a funny looking

BY

a way to persuade the electorate that

comer to politics and is searching for

that television ads have more influ-

ning for office in another. At the end of

MEAT
Meat’s flaccid conspriacies
raise important questions

the fact that their candidate is a new-

Why is it in our system of politics

public by living in one district, and run-

MYSTERY)

documentation and punishment of student cheating will
reduce its occurrence they are fundamentally mistaken.
They need only review the cheating that campus administrators themselves engage in.
For decades HSU’s campus newspaper has mysteriously
averted its reporter’s gaze from HSU documentation that
could truly educate a student about the culture they are
about to become a part of. If the vice president of Student
Affairs wants cheaters brought to swift justice, maybe he
can explain why his auxiliary, the University Center, is allowed to change the status of its employees to “at-will.” when
the educational code clearly states that auxiliary employees
are to enjoy “rights and privileges comparable to other campus staff” Why has the director of the University Center
expanded this “cheating” to Lumberjack Enterprise employees? Anyone can be terminated “with cause.” yet this
campus spent thousands of educational dollars to develop,
research and implementa manipulation of Galifornia’s Educational Code that will promote the false perception that
their employees have less rights.
Maybe, with the new Lumberjack adviser, students will

be reminded that there are fascinating real-life stories about

HSU’s administrative “cheating,” on file at the Humboldt
County Courthouse. In Carolyn C. Anderson vs. HSU (case

#92-DR-0127) a $50,000 annual salary was awarded to
a
professor for a period of five years. However, the professor

in question never performed a single day’s work!
How are the students and taxpayers served by having employees, who may be disliked, but who doa good job, eliminated at great cost? More numerous aré those who choose

not to fight for the rights abridged through HSU’s administration.

Many administrators who cheat have been on the records
for years. However, only students, teachers and the public

are being punished.

George Clark is an Arcata resident and a former
counting technician.

HSU ac-

board has become a thing of the past, thanks to the City of
Arcata.

The roads have disintegrated into rough gravel paths suit-

able only for off-roading. As of late, more stop signs have

been planted on street corners than pot in Redwood Park.
Searching for someone to blame for your scalded thighs
and stained shirts? Look no further than the City Council,

which seems to have set its sights on making Arcata as impossible to travel through as possible.
Locals have, for years, tried to find a way to discourage
population growth in the area. This growth, coupled with
the increase in motor vehicles racing through town, seems

to have prompted the “Furious Five” to divert road repair
money into placing new stop signs on every street.
Be warned! Take action! The Council will not stop until
every street corner is a 4-way stop and every road leaves
your ass numb,
¢ The Humboldt County Water Supply - Lazy Eye
Connection
I’m not sure how many local children you've dealt with
during your stay in Arcata, but thanks to my part-time job,
I’ve met more than my fair share.
I’ve noticed one disturbing trend amongst far too many

of these young Arcatans. Lazy eye. That’s right. One innocent eye looks up into your own, and the other seems to be
focused on that person 5 feet to your right.

This unsightly defect isn’t nearly as prominent down in

my hometown San Diego, or pretty much anywhere
else

I've been to for that matter. But there’s something about
Humboldt County that leaves its children’s eyes unaligned.

After sorting through many probable causes for this condition, only one option seems plausible. Could it
be something in the water supply that’s poisoning the youngs
ters?
Or perhaps it goes farther than that; perhaps it goes
back to
the water their mothers consumed while pregna
nt?
Of course, one can never rule out the amount
of pulp

stench these children breathe in all their lives.
I don’t even

See Mystery Meat, page 33
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if you were able to choose your child's gender would you? What would you choose and why? (if not, why not?)
A: I would not choose my
child’s gender. I think it’s important for life to take its
course.

A: No. If we started
doing that, we'd be con-

trolling our population
in destructive ways. Va-

riety is what keeps the

world moving— we all
races and sexes to keep

A: No. So much 1s left up
to science these days. I like
the mystery and miracle of
birth, and all stuff therefore

If] had a child, it would be
a girl. 1 would want to pich

the child’s gender because

then you would have a
chance to know what’s com-

ing at you. You could pick
out the right accessories for
the girl instead than if you

Multiple Liberal Studies

Tobi
Child Development
junior

sophomore

I would choose to have one
of each gender. To have an 1nfluence on both sexes lives.

Raechel Graham

involved.

Brian Willard
Natural Resources

it going.

freshman

weren’t sure.

Molly Taylor

Ophillia Hood
Journalism

Journalism
senior

Compiled by— Eric Jelinek

excuse that rapists and their de-

fenders have been using since rape
the

placed

to danger on

The Lumberjack. Supposing there

Trish Hernandez
Sociology Graduate Student
Arcata

Guest columns and opinion articles reflect the opinion of the writers, not necessarily those of The
Lumberjack

or its staff writers. The

Lumberjack welcomes

submissions

for guest columns. Submissions must
be typed and less than 600 words.
Letters to the editor can be mailed,
e-mailed, or delivered to The

Lum-

berjack, Nelson Hall East 6, Arcata
e-mail:

95521;

Calif.

Letters

.edu.
mboldtk
ac
@ axe.hu
thej

must be received by 5 p.m. Friday
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Humboldt County like to know.
e The All-Professors-Share-ABrain Conjecture
At some point in an academic
career, one begins to believe that
this professorial

communal
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sciousness is obviously the case.
How else could you explain why,
semester after semester, midterms

ire given on the same four days. All
papers are due within a 72 hour
period. All projects are due the
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Never once have I had only one

thing due on any given week. Sure,
there are always a few weeks in between where nothing happens. But
then, all at once, there’s a paper

due Monday, a project to finish by
fuesday, a midterm Wednesday
and 12 chapters to read Thursday
for another midterm on Friday.
What gives?
It’s obvious that some central,
shared intelligence is responsible
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and plan out when to tell

professors to assign everything?
Maybe it goes even higher than
that. Perhaps even McCrone’s i1nvolved in the whole mess.
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one. but I’m sure of one thing. I’m
not risking my GPA or the validity
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BIKE for sale
Shocks! Rode

Mike

@822-9368.

USED Wetsuits, surfboards,
skateboards. Buy and sell. North
Coast Sports. 418 3rd St., Eureka.
442-6044 — Since 1973.

421,

Eureka.

Ca-

MODELS NEEDED for fine art
photo project. Hours are flexible.

Remuneration

is $18/hour. Cail

444-1489 and leave message.

INTERNATIONAL SEMESTER
Abroad: Guangxi, China Spring &
Summer ’99 and Colima, Mexico
Fall ’99; also variety of programs
in Europe, Africa, Australia and the
Americas. Info meeting: NHE 116,
4-5 p.m. 10/8/98 with slide, Q&A.

CHILD CARE NEEDED. On call,
nanny type position. Easy money
after school. 476-0435.

AFFORDABLE ASTROLOGY!

DEMOCRATS! Political action,
share ideas, campaign experiof HSU

Box

semaine; $6/hr. 822-2008.

OPPORTUNITIES

Democrats

Media, PO
lif., 95502.

$3

to $35 for computer astro-reports
on relationships, relocation, current trends and birth information.

meets

every Wed., 4 p.m. NHE 116.

One day turnaround at Moonrise

TEACH ENGLISH in Korea! BA required, in any field. 1.5 million
Won/month plus free housing. Job
available immediately. Contact Mr.
Kim at KJISKWAN @hotmail.com
or call 011-82-62-526-5724.

Herbs.

For info call 839-0850.

MUSIC LESSONS or Tutoring with
Paul Wittman (guitarist) 839-8669
M-F. You provide necessary gear
and materials. $8 per half hour.

EARN EXTRA INCOME. Learn
how to position yourself to earn a
% Of potentially all of the gas and
electric utilities, paging, Internet
and long-distance and local toll
calls in your local area and beyond, month after month on a onetime effort. 826-7763.

only $145 to $165 including W/S/

FLY FREE! Courier flight. Contact

G. Many HSU students have
found us to be the solution to their

@mizEP

at 115 G St. in Arcata. Check us
out! 839-2877, references required.

BUD’S MINI STORAGE winter
special begins Oct. 1. Mention this
ad, pay for two months and receive the third month FREE. Call
822-6511 for further details. Expires Jan. 1.

GUIDED KAYAK TRIPS — NO
EXPERIENCE NEEDED! Custom
trips anywhere you want to paddle!
All necessary equipment is provided, including all the fun! Also
available: River and Ocean Instruction by ACA certified instructors. North Coast Adventures
Kayaking at http://www.northcoast
adventures.com or 677-3124.

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
CONSIDER McKINLEYVILLE
For your next home. Just look
what $165,000 will buy: Three
bedr., 2.5 bath, 1,720 sq. ft.; large,
peaceful living room; kitchen also
has dining or family area; big master suite w/ xtra Ig. tub; shady 30ft. veranda; double garage; all on
flat 1/3-acre with trees near
Hammond
Trail. Call Kathy
Herrera at Ming Tree Realty 2694314. See photo gallery at
http:\\www.mingtree.com.

WATER
STUDENTS! You can afford your
own space! If you own or have
access fo a travel trailer, then you

can afford to live in Sand
Park,
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call Kathy at 443-6027.

ANNOUNCEMENTS
THE

CO-OP

PRESENTS a

ACTIVITIES
ZEN GROUP of Arcata offers
meditation and discussion Sunday
mornings 8:10 and 8:45 a.m.
Aikido Center Arcata, alley between 8th and 9th and F and G
streets. 442-4924.

free

lecture by Michael Bien , “An Introduction to Herbs,” Thurs., Oct.

15 at 7 p.m. at Celebration

Hall,

16th and L Streets in Arcata. Bien,
an HSU instructor, will discuss the

PLAYBOY

a9TRE

ON CAMPUS
|Playboy wants to

ULTIMATE | “know what you
AFTER SCHOOL ‘ink about
EXPERIENCE
Sports.

Pick up a questionnaire at The Lumberjack. Netson Hall East 26

a

run downe®

Relax with The Lumberjack :

>

ESaGGeNYVSSI

AUTOMOTIVE
822 -3770

of our herbal allies. For more info.

HUMBOATS SAILING, Canoe
and Kayak Center offers sailing,
sea Kayaking and fiat-water
kayaking lessons and rides. InStruction during our full-moon and
high-tide exploration of the
Humboldt Bay water. Special Discounts for HSU faculty, staff and

“E-mail:

MAZDA@D>TOYOTA

-ZAREDWOOD

history and healing ways of some

students. Ask about our Free sailing and sea kayaking events coming soon. Call 444-3048.

SPORTS

Fall Cooling System Special

| DIDN'T

|‘NON

housing problems. We are located

Based

EST-CE QUE VOTRE PAYS
d'origine est francophone? Si
“Oui.”
Cherche
gardienne
d’enfants pour fille de 10 ans qui
parle frangais aussi. 1-2 fois par

DANNY’S DISCOUNT BOOKS:
where new books are always 60%
off and used books have a low, low
price. Saturday and Sunday 10-5,
Flea Market by the Bay, Foot of
Del Norte St., Eureka. 442-1998.

ence.

to: Home

SECURE YOUR own 800-number
inexpensively! For more information and free packet, call 888-8978063.

't twice. Paid $700, will take $400
OBO.

$10

Take five with The Lumberjack. We do. Put your feet up
and learn about what is going on. Delivered to your
door with news of Humboldt State’s community and
campus. $7 for a semester; $14 for a year.
the lumberjack ¢ nelson hall east 6 « arcata, ca * 95521
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$6 general,
} Recital-Halk

$2 seniors, HSU students

:

free: 826-3928 °
“Mad Love” at the
Dell’ Arte Studio
Theatre today, Oct.
10th and 11th $8

general, $6. .

students/seniors.
“T-Bone N. Weasel” by Jon
Klein atManila Community
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RV Park and Marina at King Salmon on the °

Saturdays in the |] 14th and\J streets.

[ Mask making with Donvieve at the Ink People Center, $65. |
Fieldbrook Educational Foundation arts, crafts,
wine and food festival at the Fieldbrook Vailey
Te
Winery.'839-4110 or839-3201" ©
HomePaper Making andj]

:
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coming "

$6 general, $5
Arcata Community
Yoga Center, 890 || members, kids and
* genio free. * f°
de so GGr + ™ “i
822-7190

HSU Homecoming Dance
with Zumba! and The Latin

HSU Natural History spirit rally

Train in the Kate Buchanan

Call.for |} onthe ‘|’ Museum

Room. $5 general, $3 HSU
students. 826-5412

Quad.
826-3776

ages and cost,
826-4479.

Contra’Dance at

_meditation . . |Ithe Arcata. Vets Hall,

ee

charter. boat Moku. $40 825-9681

Young Naturalists at]}

» Center, today and tomorrow.

so

Blood. Mobile at the Arcata Fire.

.

Department safety fair, 631 Ninth St.
Victorian Village Oktoberfest in

a

Sunday
oe

Kayak the Mad River Slough and hike the

Bay —

* dunes, $25. 826-4479

‘| Wildlife Refuge Field: Trip. Meet
at Hookton Road parking area.
499-6018 after 8 p.m.
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Free writers group at Ink
|
People Center.

Tuesday
ur
Writers group at the Arcata

| *

“Library. 1-800-950-5092
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design at CCAT.

Succot celebration at the
Multicultural Center.
Prose-reading contest at Celestino’s,

421 Third St., Eureka. $2 1-800-950-5092
Open mic. at the
Blue Moon Cafe.

|

| Free writers group at Ink People Center_|
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A BREW WITH A
Top of the Hill in McKinleyville
1300 Central Ave. * 839-7580
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MONDAY NIGHTS
FOOTBALL 6-9

f

ACOUSTIC TALENT 9-11 PM

WED. 10/7 - Mike Craighead “Acoustic Soloist”
THUR. 10/8 - Flood Plain Gang “Bluegrass/Newegrass”

:

:

COUPON

FRI. 10/9 - The Neighbors

$

= 20% OFF

THUR. 10/15 - Lazy Bones
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Sunday - Thursday

Friday & Saturday

noon to 11 pm

OPEN

noon to | am

EVERY DAY INCLUDING
Oem

TUE

SUNDAYS

& HOLIDAYS

sleet rie 822-2228 reservations
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